
 
 

COUNCIL MEETING AGENDA 
HYBRID MEETING  

Date Friday, September 24, 2021 

Time 9:40 a.m. 

Chair Tuma Young QC, President 
 

ITEM TOPIC 
TIME 

ALLOTTED SPEAKER 
MATERIALS 
(Pg #) 

ACTION 

Professional Photographer 8:30-9:30AM for relevant council members 

1. INTRODUCTORY MATTERS/CALL TO ORDER 

1.1.  Introductory remarks 5 T. Young 1 Discussion 

2. DISCUSSION OF BIG ISSUE 

2.1.  Cultural Competency Education 
Options 30 

J.Dickison/ 
J. Mullenger 

4 Discussion 

3. POLICIES & PROCESSES 

3.1.  Update from Equity and Access 
Office 15 J. Dickison 21 Information 

3.2.  Update from TRC WG 15 J. Vacon/ 
A. Amaral 25 Information 

3.3.  Disability Equity Committee (DEC) 
Proposal 10 

Rep from 
Working 
Group 

28 Discussion & 
Approval 

15 MINUTE BREAK (If needed) 

3.4.  LIANS 6 Month Report 10 L. Rubin 30 Information 

3.5.  

Professional Standards (Wills, 
Powers of Attorney and Personal 
Directives) Committee – For 
Approval by Council new Income Tax 
Act Standard and Revocation 
Standard 

10 L. Rubin 38 Discussion & 
Approval 

3.6.  Review of updated Activity Plan 10 J. Mullenger 44 Discussion & 
Approval 



3.7. Council In Camera and Conflict of 
Interest Policy 10 T. Young 51 Information 

4. IN CAMERA – 1 item scheduled

5. CONSENT AGENDA
The Consent Agenda matters are proposed to be dealt with by unanimous consent and without 
debate. Council members may seek clarification or ask questions without removing a matter from the 
consent agenda. Any Member may request that a consent agenda item be moved to the regular 
agenda by notifying the President or the Governance Officer (Katie Lister) prior to the meeting. 

5.1. Minutes of the July 23, 2021 Council 
Meeting 53 Approval 

5.2. 

Committee Resignations: 
Professional Standards (Law Office 
Management) Committee - Raffi 
Balmanoukian 

Approval 

5.3. FLSC – Appointment of Frank 
DeMont QC 56 Approval 

5.4. 

Resignations: 
Ms. Margaret S. Howie 
Ms. Tanvi Ronak Nagda 
Mr. John David Plowman, QC
Ms. Gagandeep Kaur Randhawa 

Approval 

6. FOR INFORMATION

6.1. 2021-2022 Council Calendar 57 Information 

6.2. President’s Report 59 Information 

6.3. Executive Director’s Report 61 Information 

6.4. Executive Committee July Minutes Information 

6.5. Bournoit's Quick Reference Guide 63 Information 

6.6. 
Elizabeth Fry Society - Record 
Suspension and Vital Statistics Clinic 
Funding Request  

65 Information 

7. WRAP UP

8. The 2 Minute Evaluation
Council members are asked to complete the evaluation 

9. MEETINGS
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Version 1 
 
Updated August 28, 2019 

 

• November 26, 2021 at 9:00 a.m 
• January 28, 2022, at 9:00 a.m 
• March 25, 2022, at 9:00 a.m 
• April 22, 2022, at 9:00 a.m 
• June 17, 2022, at 1:00 p.m. 
• June 18, 2022, at 8:30 a.m (AGM) - Council meets briefly after AGM to deal with any urgent 

business 
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MEMORANDUM  
 
 

From:  Jacqueline L. Mullenger and Jennifer Dickison  

Date:  September 3, 2021 

Subject: Cultural Competence Training Options for Members 
 
 
Recommendation:  
 
Staff were asked to review the various options open to the Society in terms of offering 
cultural competence training for the membership.  They consulted with various providers 
and reviewed The Society’s current offerings.  
 
Based on their review we recommend that the Society contract with NVision, to provide 
their course, “The Path: Your Journey Through Indigenous Canada” as a starting point 
for our cultural competence training for members.  It meets the goals in terms duration 
of course, quality of program and cost. 
 
NVision can also adapt the Path to include Nova Scotia specific material for an 
additional cost, should we wish them to do so. See details later in the memo. 
 
It should be noted that this course will not include the history and experiences of African 
Nova Scotians, nor will it address unconscious bias.  There is an additional course 
offered by NVision that covers unconscious bias and intercultural capacity, however that 
would be a second step in this type of training.   
 
Staff are of the opinion that Council should also consider whether it is appropriate to 
require members to dedicate a set amount of their professional development plan each 
year as cultural competency training. Those hours could be comprised by a combination 
of sessions and workshops run by the Equity & Access Department and/or outside 
training. We suggest that Society staff, in consultation with the equity committees 
develop a recommendation on this to present to Council by the end of 2021. 
 
Various options for the first phase of training and details of those options are set out 
below. 
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Analysis:  
 
As a result of the TRC recommendations and the Federation of Law Society’s TRC 
Calls to Action, Advisory Committee Council has decided to make cultural competence 
training mandatory for all members.   
 
Rather than reinventing the wheel, which is costly and a burden on already stretched 
resources we looked at what was already available in the marketplace. 
 

1. NSBS resources: 
 

At present, we offer a cultural competence workshop to all articled clerks and 
foreign trained lawyers.  This workshop has been offered for the last number of 
years within the legacy Skills Course.   
 
Since the inception of PREP, it has become a stand-alone workshop offered to our 
students once during the articling year.  The workshop has been offered virtually in 
the last year.  The facilitators were Angela Simmonds, our then Equity Manager, 
Shakira Weatherdon from NSCC and Jamie Vacon, who graciously agreed to 
participate at the last moment. 
 
The workshop covered unconscious bias, and both the Indigenous experience in 
Nova Scotia as well as the African Nova Scotian experience.  It was recorded and 
is available for streaming should we choose to use it.  While it has some use as a 
recorded workshop, the value in this type of workshop really comes from people 
participating either in person or virtually and engaging in discussion.  We paid 
Shakira a speaking fee and would need to do so if we asked her to offer this on a 
regular basis to provide education to our members.   

 
If we wanted members to attend such a session, in the first phase of the training 
we would need to pay Shakira to run the sessions.  The way the sessions operate 
we could not have everyone attend one session.  We could record the session, but 
the experience would not be as meaningful or participatory.  In order to have all 
2000 members attend such training we would need to run approximately 70 
workshops which is not really feasible from a resource perspective. 
 
Jennifer and Jubanti can amend the existing workshop with additional topics to 
work towards further filling gaps on general cultural competency topics relevant 
across cultures such as inclusive leadership; microaggression; power, privilege, 
and oppression; intersectionality; allyship; etc. Other equity deserving groups could 
be included within the discussions of these topics. These amendments would be 
minimal in the first phase, but training, workshops, sessions run by the Equity & 
Access department during the second and future phases could continue to expand. 
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These sessions would be primarily co-facilitated by Equity & Access staff but 
continue to be supplemented by guest speakers or presenters with lived 
experience, subject matter expertise and/or connections to organizations that serve 
or work with various equity deserving populations. 
 
 
 
2. The Path: Your Journey Through Indigenous Canada 

 
 
This course is offered by NVision Insight Group. It is currently only being offered 
online.  It is a five-module course.  Each module takes approximately 1 hour to 
complete and has an assessment at the end of each module.  Several staff at the 
Society have taken this course in the last year. It is self-paced.   For some, 
completing one module at a time is preferable.  It is very polished and introduces 
the participant to the history of indigenous peoples in Canada and their 
experiences.  It is a very good introduction to cultural competence.  A good starting 
point in response to the TRC calls to action. 
 
The shortcoming, if any, is that it focuses more on indigenous people in general 
and not specifically on the Mi’kmaq.  It also does not cover the African Canadian 
experience or history at all and does not specifically deal with unconscious bias.   
 
Jackie Mullenger spoke with Jennifer David, a Senior Consultant with NVision and 
one of the creators of the Path.  Essentially, although the usual cost is 200 per 
person and a reduced rate for CBA member, if we guarantee 2500 participants the 
cost would be 14.00 per person as they use a sliding scale.  Between our existing 
membership, staff, committees, and others we can easily get to this number.  If we 
use this option, it will cost us around $35,000 plus 1600.00 in technical support and 
2004 in reporting.   
 
If Council approves our recommendation to have an additional module created that 
specifically deals with mi’kmaq culture, there would be an additional cost.  The cost 
is estimated at around 79,000. This is based on Alberta having done the same.  
They added a module on their indigenous population and a module on how to deal 
with indigenous people as a lawyer. Council may want staff to speak with Alberta to 
see what the feedback has been on these new modules before deciding whether to 
make this expenditure. 
 
NVision was very clear that they are not able to deal with other equity deserving 
groups as that is not where their expertise lies.   
 
In addition, NVision has created additional courses. There is a Question-and-
Answer session which they could offer us for 250 participants at 1575.00. Or we 
could take advantage of their Virtual Scenario sessions for 1575.00 which would 
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also cover 250 people.  Finally, they offer the Path online but in small groups 
that work together. They could offer this program for 500 people at the cost of 
22,500.00. These modules are more in depth and involve smaller groups working 
together virtually. This may be something we want to think about for specific 
groups like the CIC, Council, Credentials Committee, Hearing Panel.  
 
NVision is also creating a course that is called Building Indigenous/intercultural 
Capacity. This will cover topics such as unconscious bias and is skills based.  It 
currently costs about 200.00 per person. We didn’t talk about offering this to a 
larger group, but we could consider it for a second level training.  It is referred to in 
an attached information circular. 
 
If we use the existing Path course, without the extras we will still need to develop 
modules on the African Nova Scotian experience as well as unconscious bias.  We 
already have some of this available and could adapt the existing workshop or work 
with those in the community to develop training that would be useful. 

 
 
3. CPLED – Cultural Competence Module. 
 
Jackie also spoke with CPLED to determine if they could create a module on 
cultural competence for the Society.  They do have a module within the PREP 
program as well as devoting one of their Foundation workshop days to the subject. 
 
CPLED’s program does cover some unconscious bias but again it does not focus 
specifically on the Mi’kmaq or African Nova Scotians.  In addition, the cost for 
CPLED to create a module for the Society, is, in our opinion, cost prohibitive, 
coming in at over 200,000.  
 
4. University of Alberta – Indigenous Canada 

 
Finally, staff looked at the free course that is offered through the University of 
Alberta. 
 
Again, this program is geared toward the indigenous population in the west and is 
a very intensive, lengthy program which may put too much of a burden on our 
membership in terms of completing the course and not really getting additional 
depth compared to the Path.  You can find the syllabus here: 
https://www.coursera.org/learn/indigenous-canada#syllabus 
 
We canvassed some people who completed this course, and it took upwards of 30 
hours to complete. It is also a more academic course and not suited to the learning 
needs of many of our members. We could, however, tell members about its 
existence. 
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Whatever option Council chooses, this type of training will not be a one and done 
type of training. There are many layers to cultural competence.  Whatever option is 
chosen will be a starting point.  With the calls to Action from the TRC we need to 
start with our local peoples and then consider other equity deserving groups and 
adding additional topics and depth. 
 
 

Exhibits/Appendices: 
1. Information Sheet – the Path 
2. Building Intercultural Competence – the Path 
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Information Sheet 

In-Person and Virtual Classroom Option 

NVision Insight Group offers several Indigenous Cultural Competency learning opportunities. 
This course, The Path: Building Indigenous Intercultural Capacity, partially meets the Truth 
and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) Calls to Action for Canadians to receive ‘cultural 
competency training’1 by teaching “skills-based training in intercultural competency, conflict 
resolution, human rights, and anti-racism.”  

NVision Insight Group is a majority Indigenous consulting company and an authorized vendor and 
provider of cultural awareness training for the Canadian Council for Aboriginal Business (CCAB).  

Overview 

To understand today’s Indigenous realities, Canadians must look to the history, traditions and 
stories of First Nations, Inuit and Métis peoples across Canada. The past holds the key to the 
present.  

Two years ago, NVision responded to the various Calls to Action from the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission, which called on various sectors of Canadian society to become 
educated on Indigenous issues. NVision’s ground-breaking multimedia learning experience, The 
Path: Your Journey Through Indigenous Canada™,  has provided dozens of corporations, 
governments, communities and students with a rich and engaging lens on the events and issues 
that have shaped  First Nations, Inuit and Métis individuals, families and communities. This is 
cultural awareness. This is the first step.  
 
NVision’s new course turns that lens into a mirror, providing the tools and techniques 
participants need to understand their own cultural and racial attitudes.  It’s a transformative, 
skills-based experience that takes learners beyond stereotypes to build real inter-cultural 
capacity through skills-based training in intercultural competency, human rights, and anti-

 
1 Various Calls to Action call upon different sectors to “receive appropriate cultural competency training, 
which includes the history and legacy of residential schools, the United Nations Declaration on the Rights 
of Indigenous Peoples, Treaties and Aboriginal rights, Indigenous law, and Aboriginal– Crown relations. 
This will require skills-based training in intercultural competency, conflict resolution, human rights, and 
anti-racism.” In order to fully meet the TRC’s Calls to Action for cultural competency, NVision has a 
precursor course called The Path: Your Journey Through Indigenous Canada. Please see the 
information on that course for more details. 
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racism. If your personal or professional goal is to establish and deepen relationships with First 
Nations, Inuit and Metis individuals, communities and governments, this is the course for you. 

In-Person 
The course is held in a location and meeting room chosen by the client. 

Each workshop can have a maximum of 30 participants. 

The lead facilitator is located in Ottawa.  There are no travel or other expenses if the workshop 
takes place in Ottawa.  For workshops in other locations, clients have an option of covering 
travel and related expenses to bring the lead facilitator to a specified location, OR asking for a 
local Indigenous facilitator (this is available in some locations, contact NVision for more details). 
The workshop is also available in French. 

Virtual Classroom 
A virtual classroom is an online learning environment in which students and teachers interact 
using online platforms and tools. A virtual classroom holds real-time lessons remotely while 
offering similar collaborative tools and levels of interaction possible in an in-person workshop. 

The Path consists of live sessions using Adobe Connect (so you can see the presentation) and 
computer audio or a telephone (to ensure good audio even if a user has insufficient bandwidth).  

Participants are invited to join the course on certain dates at a specified time. The course has 
been designed to allow for interactivity through the use of group chats, breakout rooms, video 
clips, live guest speaker presentations, polls and quizzes. These sessions are recorded and 
added to the LMS. 

For optimal learning, each class has no more than 30 participants. 

Schedule and Time Commitment 

In-person 

This is a full-day workshop, either six, 6.5 or seven hours, depending on the needs of the client. 
Please note that the workshop can be modified as a half-day workshop but the cost remains the 
same. 

The course has an optional lunch hour film screening and discussion. 

Participants can expect interactive exercises, large and small group discussions and time for 
reflection. 

Virtual Classroom 

Best practices in adult and online learning suggest 90-minute sessions are an ideal amount of 
time for learning and retaining new content.   

The Path: Building Indigenous Intercultural Capacity virtual classroom option is offered in 
four sessions, each session is between 60 and 90-minutes, for a total of six hours.  

Actual dates and times are flexible.  For example, the course could be one session in the 
morning, one session in the afternoon and repeated the following day or later in the week; or it 
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could be at a designated timeslot for four consecutive days; or it could be at a designated day 
and time each week for four weeks.  

It is recommended that course completion take place within the space of one month. 

Here is a sample agenda for the virtual classroom course (the elements are the same for the in-
person workshop, which will take place over the course of one day): 

AGENDA 
 
 
SESSION 1 
Race and 
Culture 

Land Acknowledgement/Cultural Opening/Opening Prayer 
Welcome from Client, Round of Introductions--icebreaker 
Welcome from Facilitator, One Thing 
What is race? What is racism? 
What is Culture?  
Understanding Context in Culture 

 
SESSION 2 
Bias and 
Stereotypes 

Terminology and Definitions 
Understanding Bias 
Indigenous Stereotypes and how to counter them 
Preparation for Role Playing Exercise 

 
SESSION 3 
Role Playing 
  

Role Playing Small Group exercise in cross-cultural communication 
Discussion 

 
SESSION 4 
Becoming 
Interculturally 
Intelligent 
  

Cross-Cultural Skills 
Skills in Building Indigenous Intercultural Capacity 
Wrap Up and Final Remarks 

 

Why Choose The Path: Building Indigenous Intercultural Capacity™? 
• It’s designed by NVision, a majority-Indigenous-owned company (including First Nations, 

Inuit, Métis and non-Indigenous ownership and staff)  

• It meets various TRC Calls to Action regarding “skills-based training in intercultural 
competency, conflict resolution, human rights, and anti-racism.” 

• It was created by our team of educators and instructional designers–leaders in learning–
and combines solid adult learning principles with innovative approaches to content 
delivery 

• The workshop is available in French 
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Cost 

IN-PERSON: The course is offered at $200 per person, for a minimum of 15 participants. 
NVision has a sliding scale of costs which reduces this per-person cost depending on the size of 
the group to be trained.  Please refer to NVision’s Sliding Scale document for more details. 

VIRTUAL CLASSROOM: The course is offered at $225 per person, for a minimum of 15 
participants. If there are more participants, NVision has a sliding scale of costs which reduces 
this per-person cost.  Please refer to NVision’s Sliding Scale document for more details. 

Please note that a virtual class costs more than an in-person class or workshop because, while 
an in-person workshop requires one facilitator; a virtual class requires a facilitator plus a 
technician to assist learners and support class interaction and there are costs associated with 
accessing the classroom platform (Adobe Connect). 

 Other Learning Opportunities on The Path  

Course Name Level Type Topics Delivery 
The Path: 
Your Journey 
Through 
Indigenous 
Canada 

Beginner or Level 
1/Step 1. Suitable for 
all employees. 

Indigenous 
cultural 
awareness 

Pre-contact history, 
Colonial history, 
Crown-Indigenous 
relations, treaties, 
Indigenous rights, 
Indigenous worldviews 

1. Online (video-
based, 5 hours) 

 
2. In-person (full-

day) 
 
3. Virtual 

classroom (6 
hours spread 
over four 
sessions) 

The Path: 
Building 
Indigenous 
Inter-cultural 
Capacity 

Intermediate or Level 
2/Step 2. Suitable for 
‘front-facing’ 
employees and those 
who interact with 
Indigenous peoples 
regularly. 

Indigenous 
cultural 
competency 

Unconscious and 
cultural bias, anti-
racism, addressing 
stereotypes, becoming 
inter-culturally 
competent 

1. In-person (full 
day) 

 
2. Virtual 

classroom (6 
hours spread 
over four 
sessions) 

The Path: 
Indigenous 
Engagement 

Advanced or Level 
3/Step 3. Suitable for 
researchers, 
scientists, 
companies, 
government 
representatives who 
are required to 
engage or consult 
with Indigenous 
communities/ 
governments. 

Indigenous 
Engagement 

What is Engagement? 
What is Consultation? 
Rationale and 
requirements for 
Indigenous 
engagement, 
engagement 
principles, 
engagement planning. 

1. In-person (6 
hours spread 
over two 
sessions) 

 
2. Virtual 

classroom (6 
hours spread 
over four 
sessions) 

For More Information 

Jennifer David  I  thepath@nvisiongroup.ca  I  613-237-3613  I  Web: The Path 
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Online Learning Option 
NVision Insight Group offers Indigenous Cultural Awareness learning opportunities that delve into 
First Nations, Inuit and Métis histories and stories across Canada. This course, The Path: Your 
Journey through Indigenous Canada, partially meets the Truth and Reconciliation Commission 
(TRC) Calls to Action for Canadians to receive ‘cultural competency training’1 by teaching about 
“the history and legacy of residential schools, the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples, Treaties and Aboriginal rights, Indigenous law, and Aboriginal– Crown 
relations.” 

NVision Insight Group is a majority Indigenous-owned consulting company with First Nations, Inuit, 
Métis and non-Indigenous shareholders and staff. NVision is an authorized vendor and provider of 
cultural awareness training for the Canadian Council for Aboriginal Business (CCAB).  

About The Path 

NVision has been offering Indigenous cultural awareness workshops for approximately 10 years 
and launched The Path: Your Journey Through Indigenous Canada, a 5-module online course 
in 2018. The course was updated and modified in 2020. The course is available as an online course 
(5 hours at your own pace), as an in-person workshop (1 day) and as a virtual classroom course (6 
hours spread out over four sessions). All three course delivery options cover the same material.   

The Path has been developed with input from adult learning experts and curriculum developers. 
NVision has had First Nations, Inuit and Métis advisors and reviewers in the preparation of this 
course.  Please note that the course has also been vetted by an Indigenous lawyer for accuracy 
related to legal references. 

The Path presents pre-contact societies and cultures and the defining moments that have helped to 
shape the history of Indigenous peoples in this country we now call Canada, particularly their 
relationships with European settlers, the British Crown and the Dominion of Canada. The course 
covers topics such as residential schools, forced Inuit relocations, 60s Scoop, disease epidemics, 
and the treatment of Indigenous peoples in the Canadian justice system. The course demystifies 
some of the legal issues regarding the Indian Act, historical and modern treaties, Aboriginal law and 

 
1 Various Calls to Action call upon different sectors to “receive appropriate cultural competency training, which 
includes the history and legacy of residential schools, the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples, Treaties and Aboriginal rights, Indigenous law, and Aboriginal– Crown relations. This will 
require skills-based training in intercultural competency, conflict resolution, human rights, and anti-racism.” In 
order to fully meet the TRC’s Calls to Action for cultural competency, NVision has a follow up course called 
The Path: Indigenous Intercultural Competency. Please see the information sheet on that course for more 
details. 
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the Canadian court system in the context of asserting Indigenous rights. Finally, this course will 
provide some context to better understand the importance of cultural traditions and values of First 
Nations, Inuit and Métis, and ways to strengthen relationships with Indigenous peoples.   

The Path might qualify as accredited learning.  While NVision is not an accrediting organization or 
institution, clients can check their own professional development requirements to determine if The 
Path can be recognized as accredited professional development hours. Clients can pursue this 
option in the clients’ sector. For example, The Path is an eligible education activity for all provincial 
law societies and is accredited for 4 hours of Continuing Professional Development (CPD) hours for 
lawyers in Canada. 

Online Course Overview 

The course is hosted on NVision’s online Learning Management System (LMS) 
www.nvisionthepath.ca   On this LMS, there are videos, a learner guide, quizzes, pre- and post-
course survey questions and a certificate of completion.  

Participants register for the course on the LMS and are provided with an enrolment key.  

The course consists of five modules, each module is approximately 30 to 40 minutes in length and 
features two videos, each covering a topic. Each video is accompanied by a short quiz with 
approximately 10 questions (a blend of True or False and Multiple-Choice questions).  

There are no limits to the number of individuals who can take The Path online. 

Alternatively, The Path is available to upload to a client’s LMS.  NVision will provide a SCORM 1.2 
version package of the English and French courses and all accompanying materials (quizzes, 
learner guide, survey questions, certificate of completion). 

Customizing The Path 

Clients have the option of developing custom elements of The Path online. The following are a few 
examples of the types of customization developed by previous clients. You can do any or all of the 
options listed below. NVision is flexible and open to other suggestions and ideas in order to ensure 
the online course is relevant, effective and appropriate for your employees. 

1. Introductory Video. You can record a President/CEO/Lead Executive giving a short video 
introduction, welcoming participants to the course, outlining the value of Indigenous cultural 
awareness training, providing a brief outline and explaining why it is important and relevant 
for everyone to take the course. This introductory video will be added and integrated at the 
very beginning of Module 1, Topic 1. NVision is available to assist with drafting text for this 
introduction. 

2. Inserting video into an existing topic video. You can work with NVision to create a 3 to 5-
minute segment that is integrated into an existing topic video.  For example, some clients 
want to mention their company/organization’s reconciliation strategy or their engagement 
principles or their policies on Indigenous inclusion. This could be inserted into Module 5, 
Topic 2 and will be a seamless addition to the existing video. 
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3. Creating a new topic video. You may want to produce a new topic that is specific to your 
company, industry or region.  For example, if you are a company that is based in Alberta, 
you may want to create a new Topic 2, Module 3 about Indigenous history in Alberta.  Or if 
you are a company in the mining sector in Nunavut, you may want to create a new Module 
5, Topic 2 in order to discuss specific Inuit cultural values and realities of working in modern 
treaty territories, along with Inuit-specific examples in relationship building. 

4. Q and A session. You may want to have all employees take the course online then 
participate in a Zoom or Teams Q and A with the instructor, Jennifer David (English) or 
Nathalie Coutou (French). 

5. In-person workshop add-on. You may want to have all employees take the course online 
then augment the learning with an in-person workshop for a select group of employees who 
may be front-facing with Indigenous clients, or who engage closely and regularly with 
Indigenous peoples.  The length, format and topics for this half-day workshop would be 
developed with the client. 

Schedule and Time Commitment 

The course takes approximately 4 to 5 hours to complete. Participants move through the modules 
at their own pace. If the course is taken on NVision’s Learning Management System (LMS), 
participants generally have 365 days from the day they register, to complete the course (unless the 
client chooses a shorter or longer timeframe), after which time they are automatically unenrolled.  

If the course is sold to a client that makes it available on the client’s own LMS, the client determines 
the time limit expectations for their employees. 

A certificate is provided upon successful completion. 

Advantages to Online Learning 

• Is available on-demand and can be done at participants’ own pace 

• Identifies and achieves company corporate social responsibility goals 

• Saves time and money on travel 

• Can be purchased and offered on a client’s LMS or through NVision’s LMS 

• Appropriate for all staff members (some graphic video means it is not appropriate for 
children) 

• Internet access is required but high bandwidth is not (all videos are low resolution) 

Cost 

The course is offered at $149 per person, up to a group of nine. If there are 10 or more participants, 
NVision has a sliding scale of costs which reduces this per-person cost.  Please contact NVision for 
further details. 

This per-person costs includes access to our online Learning Management System.   
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Additional costs, depending on your company’s needs or requirements include the following: 

• If the course is on NVision’s Learning Management System (LMS), there will be tracking and 
reporting costs.  One monthly report contains cumulative completion and enrolment 
information; the second report contains survey data and responses to standard survey 
questions. The cost is one hour (@$167/hour) per month for the duration of the contract 
(usually 6 or 12 months, depending on the number of participants). 

• Once participants complete the course, there is a short online satisfaction survey. If the 
course is on NVision’s LMS, a client can develop its own pre-course and/or post-course 
survey. This will cost approximately $1,000 (assuming 10 questions). 

• If your company/organization has its own online Learning Management System (LMS) and 
wants to administer, offer and manage The Path itself, it costs $1,000 to convert the English 
course to a SCORM-compliant version and $$1,000 to convert the French. 

Why Choose The Path™? 

• It’s designed by NVision, a majority-Indigenous company (including First Nations, Inuit, 
Métis and non-Indigenous ownership and staff)  

• All course content has been vetted by First Nations, Inuit and Métis advisors and reviewers 

• It meets various TRC Calls to Action regarding cultural competency training which includes 
learning about “the history and legacy of residential schools, the United Nations Declaration 
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Treaties and Aboriginal rights, Indigenous law, and 
Aboriginal– Crown relations.” 

• The online course is completely video-based so is accessible to people with all levels of 
computer literacy skills and, as it is not text-heavy, it is appropriate for those with literacy 
challenges 

• It’s the only course of its kind to focus in equal depth on all three Indigenous peoples: First 
Nations, Inuit and Métis 

• It was created by our team of educators and instructional designers and combines solid 
adult learning principles and, for our online and distance learning course, uses innovative 
approaches to web-based content delivery 

• The course can be customized with industry/sector or regional-specific elements to better 
meet the needs of your organization 

• The course meets provincial accessibility requirements and all videos are close captioned 

• The course is available in French 

Clients and Testimonials 

A sample of clients that have offered The Path online include: Canadian Bar Association, 
Northwestel, City of Richmond Hill, EACOM, BIRD Construction, City of Ottawa, VIA Rail, Dalhousie 
University Law School, Cable Public Affairs Channel. 
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“NVision’s course for BIRD Construction introduced the Indigenous peoples in Canada from coast 
to coast to coast.  BIRD recognized the importance of employee diversity, inclusion and the 
important role the Indigenous communities play in BIRD’s marketplace across the country—
NVision’s The Path met our needs brilliantly. The NVision team was easy to work with and used a 
collaborative approach with BIRD’s management to develop the course material and to provide a 
range of delivery solutions to fit our structure.  It was a great experience.” BIRD Construction 

“The CBA is proud of its collaboration with NVision. Our partners in the company are incredibly 
flexible, responsive, and expert, and the quality of The Path is unmatched. The work we have done 
together represents a really important step forward in our reconciliation journey as we seek to know 
more and do better.” Canadian Bar Association 

“Although I went into the course thinking I had a solid understanding of Indigenous history in 
Canada, I realized quickly that my understanding was very basic – there is such a rich history to be 
discovered and so many nuances to understand when it comes to Indigenous issues.” Path 
participant 

“The entire course is valuable and should be mandatory for all. The part that meant the most to me 
is about the residential schools, 60s scoop, etc. It is very disturbing that these things happened and 
yet I never learned about them in school. I wish I could help to make things right.” Path participant 

“You took a remarkably complex topic and clearly, succinctly and quickly conveyed some of the 
most relevant and important topics for Canadians to understand.” Path participant 

Module Descriptions 

Module 1: What’s in a Name?   
Topic 1: Indians, Inuit and Métis   

Your journey begins with an introduction to First Nations and Inuit, the original peoples in this land. 
For thousands of years they have explored and settled this hemisphere; hunted, fished and farmed; 
created trade and political networks; and created a rich mosaic of distinct cultures. You will also 
learn how the Métis Nation emerged with the birth of the fur trade in this country, how these three 
people groups are represented by national organizations today.  

 Topic 2: Name Calling  

This topic will help you to demystify the use of such terms as “Indian,” “Native,” “Aboriginal,” 
“Indigenous”, “First Nation,” “Eskimo,” “Inuit,” and “Métis”, and come to an understanding of which 
terms to use when identifying various groups in different contexts. You’ll also review and debunk 
some of the stereotypes and myths propagated in media and popular culture regarding Indigenous 
peoples. 

Module 2: Defining Moments in History  
Topic 1: History: Pre-Contact to the mid Nineteenth Century  

All cultures have their own stories of how the world was created, how humans came to walk the 
earth, and how their own people came to be. This topic will introduce you to several creation and 
origin stories of First Nations and Inuit. The lesson also explores some of the current theories 
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regarding the migrations of paleo-Indigenous peoples to the Americas, and presents an overview of 
different Indigenous groups that populated Canada prior to European contact.   

Topic 2: Inuit across the North  

This topic will introduce pre-contact Inuit culture, the major milestones that have impacted Inuit 
since the arrival of Europeans, and how each unique Inuit region came to be shaped and 
defined through the land claim process.  

Module 3: More Defining Moments in History  
Topic 1: A Colonial History  

This topic will address some of the defining moments that have shaped the realities faced by 
Indigenous peoples. These include: the colonial relationship established by the Indian Act; the 
tragic legacy of residential schools; Métis resistances, Métis scrip, the hardships imposed by forced 
Inuit relocations; the tuberculosis epidemic and Indian hospitals, the fostering out and adoption of 
Indigenous children during the “Sixties Scoop”; and the underlying causes and events that fueled 
the Oka Crisis.  

Topic 2: Milestones Along the Path 

Although relationships between Indigenous peoples and Canada have been marked by 
conflict, there is progress. This video highlights the resilience demonstrated by First Nations, Inuit 
and Métis peoples through four decades as they seek a renewed relationship with Canada. Topics 
include the birth of social movements like Idle No More, the creation of the Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission and the Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women. Finally, this section will 
introduce you to some successful Indigenous artists and public figures.  

Module 4: It’s the Law!   
Topic 1: Understanding Historical Treaties and Métis Assertion of Rights  

In the previous modules, you learned about Canada’s historic relationship with First Nations, Inuit 
and Métis. In this topic, you will learn about the historical and legal framework that underlies 
Canada’s current legal and constitutional relationship with Indigenous peoples. Historic treaties 
helped to define that relationship. You will also learn about the various ways that the Métis Nation 
has and continues to assert rights. 

Topic 2: Understanding Aboriginal and Métis Rights, Title and Modern Treaties  

This topic discusses the resurgence of Indigenous rights spurred by the Federal government’s 
“White Paper” which ironically sought to eliminate them. It distinguishes between modern  
treaties (comprehensive land claims) and historical treaties, and explains how the courts, 
International law and the Canadian government are evolving to a recognition of rights approach.  

Module 5: Relationship-building with Indigenous Peoples  
Topic 1: Cultural Values and Traditions  
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This topic discusses some of the cultural values and traditions of Canada’s Indigenous peoples, 
and describes how these shape Indigenous perspectives and views of contemporary Canadian 
society.  

Topic 2: Relationship-Building  

In the previous topic, you learned about the role that culture, language, tradition and spirituality 
play in the lives and perspectives of many Indigenous peoples. These cultural traditions, as well as 
the history of the relationship between Europeans and Indigenous peoples, also affect their 
behaviours. This section presents some suggestions on how to work and communicate with 
Indigenous colleagues and partners and strengthen your relationships with Indigenous peoples and 
outlines the importance of becoming culturally aware and pursuing truth and reconciliation.  

Other Learning Opportunities on The Path  

Course Name Level Type Topics Delivery 
The Path: 
Your Journey 
Through 
Indigenous 
Canada 

Beginner or Level 
1/Step 1. Suitable for 
all employees. 

Indigenous 
cultural 
awareness 

Pre-contact history, 
Colonial history, 
Crown-Indigenous 
relations, treaties, 
Indigenous rights, 
Indigenous worldviews 

1. Online (video-
based, 5 hours) 

 
2. In-person (full-

day) 
 
3. Virtual 

classroom (6 
hours spread 
over four 
sessions) 

The Path: 
Indigenous 
Inter-cultural 
Intelligence 

Intermediate or Level 
2/Step 2. Suitable for 
‘front-facing’ 
employees and those 
who interact with 
Indigenous peoples 
regularly. 

Indigenous 
cultural 
competency 

Unconscious and 
cultural bias, anti-
racism, addressing 
stereotypes, becoming 
inter-culturally 
competent 

1. In-person (full 
day) 

 
2. Virtual 

classroom (6 
hours spread 
over four 
sessions) 

The Path: 
Indigenous 
Engagement 

Advanced or Level 
3/Step 3. Suitable for 
researchers, 
scientists, 
companies, 
government 
representatives who 
are required to 
engage or consult 
with Indigenous 
communities/ 
governments. 

Indigenous 
Engagement 

What is Engagement? 
What is Consultation? 
Rationale and 
requirements for 
Indigenous 
engagement, 
engagement 
principles, 
engagement planning. 

1. In-person (6 
hours spread 
over two 
sessions) 

 
2. Virtual 

classroom (6 
hours spread 
over four 
sessions) 

For More Information 

Jennifer David 

thepath@nvisiongroup.ca 
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613-237-3613 

Web: The Path: Your Journey Through Indigenous Canada 
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Equity & Access Office – Update to Council (Sept. 2021) 

The new Equity & Access staff have been busy throughout July and August getting oriented to the 
Society; learning about the work of the E&A office; and getting to know one another, other Society staff 
and some committee members. We are looking forward to getting to know more of you and fully 
settling into the work as Autumn ramps up. 

After spending some time in July assessing the “lay of the land”, during August we jumped into work on 
several projects: 

1. External Review of Systemic Discrimination 

On Aug 6, Jubanti and I had an introductory meeting with Doug Ruck. This meeting went well and we 
look forward to supporting him in his review and receiving his interim report which we anticipate will 
include lots of recommended actions for our department. As an aside, Doug recommended Barry Cahill’s 
2019 book on the history of NSBS from 1825-2005, which we have borrowed from the library, and will 
each be working our way through reading as we find the time. 

2. Pride week event 

We planned and hosted a virtual Pride workshop ‘Creating Affirming Spaces for the 2SLGBTQIA+ 
Community.’ on Aug 12 during Halifax Pride week. The workshop was facilitated by Nik 
Basset(they/them), the Education and GSA Coordinator at the Youth Project. The feedback we received 
on this workshop was overwhelmingly positive with calls for further similar sessions. Given that it 
occurred during the summer months at a time when loosening COVID restrictions meant many have 
been taking vacation time to spend with loved ones from whom they have been isolated, we were 
pleased with an attendance of over 40 participants including some staff and committee members.  

We would like to see attendance at E&A workshops increase over time and encourage Council members 
to attend as an example to other Society members. Regardless of our lived experience and where we are 
each at in our development of skills for advancing equity, continuous learning opportunities help us to 
stay at the forefront of that effort. Issues, strategies, and considerations for doing this work are always 
evolving and we need to evolve with them to continue to advance equity in society at-large, as well as to 
meet our strategic goal of continuing the integration of the Equity and Inclusion Lens through all Society, 
Council and committee decision making and policies. 

3. Equity Lens Toolkit and Equity Consultation Policy 

Having reviewed the Equity Lens Toolkit and Equity Consultation Policy, we have begun preparation for 
further education/orientation to these documents and processes for Society staff and Committee 
members. We also received a request from a member to present the toolkit to their firm’s Diversity, 
Equity and Inclusion Committee which we are doing September 10. 

We will begin our presentations to staff and committees this Fall and will continue to respond to ad hoc 
requests from members at large on an ongoing basis as scheduling allows. 

4. Indigenous Blacks and Mi’kmaq (IB&M) Initiative Law Student Mentorship Program 

At the end of July, we had our first meeting with the IB&M Initiative at Dalhousie University’s Schulich 
School of Law to begin preparations for new cohort of the mentorship program this fall. In August, we 
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worked with the Society’s Communications Advisor to develop an online enrolment form for potential 
mentors which was circulated to the membership.  

We have received a number of applications, including some new potential mentors who have not 
previously participated in the program. Mentors and mentees will be matched this month and we are 
hopeful to see some mutually beneficial pairings go through the program this year. We are also in the 
initial stages of building on our partnership with Dal on their broader mentorship program with the aim 
of pairing mentors with students from other equity deserving groups. 

5. FLSC Model Code of Conduct 

This summer the Federation of Law Societies of Canada launched a 2nd round of consultation on 
proposed amendments to the Model Code of Conduct relating to harassment and discrimination. Due to 
FLSC’s timelines, NSBS’s Code of Professional Conduct Committee requested feedback from the equity 
committees & TRC working group on a shorter timeline than set out in the Society’s new Equity 
Consultation Policy (exception allowed under step 10 in the Consultation Policy).   

The Racial Equity Committee co-chairs circulated the consultation report to their committee members in 
August for feedback. In order to facilitate providing feedback during the summer and on a shortened 
timeline, Jubanti and I drafted a short document highlighting areas of suggested focus within the FLSC 
consultation report. We sent this document to the REC members who had been forwarded the 
consultation report and have added it to the agendas for all equity committee/working group meetings 
this month to assist the committee members in providing feedback to the FLSC. 

6. NSBS Advocacy Policy 

On August 16 we began working with the Society’s Governance, Policy and Planning Advisor on drafting 
the Advocacy Policy. The current draft will be reviewed by the equity committees and working group 
this fall, allowing them a minimum of 8 weeks to provide feedback in accordance with the Equity 
Consultation Policy. The Advocacy Policy should then be on track for final approval by Council at your 
January 2022 meeting. 

7. Equity & Access Summer Student 

This summer the E&A department employed Asha Pelly as a summer student. She drafted six blog posts 
for the Equity in Action series on the Society’s blog, which we have been rolling out over the past several 
weeks. She worked with the Communications Advisor to develop social media posts and resources to 
share in recognition of Emancipation Day on August 1. Asha also spent a portion of her time with us 
researching and gathering disability related resources for potential inclusion in the Equity and Cultural 
Competence section of the Society’s online practice resource search. Although we only worked with her 
for a short time, we will miss Asha and are grateful for the increased level of engagement on equity 
issues that she brought to our blog and social media pages. She was a pleasure to work with, has 
excellent research and writing skills, and without a doubt has a bright future ahead of her. 

8. Mandatory Cultural Competency  

Throughout August we worked with the Society’s acting Executive Director to further develop the 
proposed plan for mandatory cultural competency. Following Jackie’s thorough scan of available options 
for Indigenous cultural competency training and after reviewing existing Society resources and training 
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modules on equity and cultural competency, a memo with recommendations for next steps is included 
in this month’s Council meeting package. 

9. Online Practice Resource Search 

On August 30th we met with the Society’s Strategy & Engagement Advisor, Communications Advisor and 
Education & Credentials staff to be updated on the status of the new Online Practice Resource Search 
that is in development for the Society’s website. We signed on to the project charter and process for 
reviewing resources for inclusion in the Resource Search. We are reviewing and adding to the TRC – 
MMIWAG section of the resource search in preparation for a ‘soft-launch’ of this new section of the 
Society’s website as a platform for sharing resources during the week of the September 30th National 
Day for Truth and Reconciliation. 

10. Equity Committees and TRC Working Group 

At the time of writing this report, we are busy prepping for mid-September meetings with our 3 existing 
committees. We also hosted an initial meeting this week, September 1, with the small task force that 
was assembled to draft a plan for the potential formation of a Disability Equity Committee. In order to 
ensure the work of all the equity committees takes an intersectional approach and to work strategically 
on advancing intersectional equity, particularly in light of the plan for a 3rd equity committee, we have 
added an item to the agendas of all 3 committee/working group meetings to begin brainstorming ways 
to strengthen the relationships between the equity committees and look for opportunities to 
collaborate. 

• Gender Equity Committee 

At the end of July, I met with the chair of the GEC who provided me with background on the GEC’s 
survey on gender discrimination and harassment and the status of the survey report. In order to 
complete the data analysis of the survey responses to finalize the report, I collaborated with the 
Society’s Communications Advisor to assess our anticipated needs with respect to a SurveyMonkey 
account. As a result, the existing account has been converted to a team account with the E&A 
department as well as the Governance, Policy & Planning advisor added as users. We were recently 
able to transfer the survey responses from the GEC survey into our account so that we can begin the 
remaining analysis. 

At their September meeting the GEC will also be determining whether the Dara Gordon event can 
proceed in-person this fall or if it will need to be postponed again due to continuing COVID 
concerns. 

• Racial Equity Committee 

In advance of the REC’s September meeting Jubanti and I worked with the co-chairs and the 
Society’s Communications Advisor to further develop the REC’s plans to survey membership on their 
experiences of racial discrimination and harassment in their workplaces. If the committee approves 
the plan at their September 14, we are hoping to have that plan included in Council’s package for 
approval at this September 24 Council meeting. The lessons learned from the GEC’s survey 
experience and upgrade to the Society’s SurveyMonkey account will assist with the REC’s survey 
process. 
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• Truth and Reconciliation Commission: Calls to Action Working Group  

An TRCWG meeting was held in July, which I attended during my 2nd week on the job, just prior to 
Jubanti’s start date. The meeting was held to discuss the working group’s plans for a response to the 
confirmation of remains on the grounds of former residential schools. Following that meeting we 
assisted with the drafting of a message updating members on that plan and circulating it with a list 
of support resources for residential school survivors, their families and communities.  

*Note: A more fulsome update from the TRCWG is included in this Council meeting package. 

• Disability Equity Committee 

We are currently working on a draft Terms of Reference for this committee which the planning task 
force hopes to have ready for Council approval at this September 24 meeting. 

11. External Committees 

To date, we have joined the following external committees: 

• FLSC’s Law Societies Equity Network 
• United Way’s equity community of practice 
• Department of Justice – Victim Services’ Independent Legal Advice Working Group 

There are several other external committees which Equity & Access staff have participated on 
previously. We believe involvement on such committees is important to our role of engaging with 
members and community. Throughout the Fall, as many committees restart regular meetings, we will be 
connecting with and joining more external committees, assessing their relation to our department’s 
mandates and our workloads. 

Final thoughts 

Reflecting on what to include in this update, I see that Jubanti and I hit the ground running as we have 
begun our work with the Society. We are optimistic that the momentum we’ve built can carry us 
through what’s shaping up to be a busy Autumn.  I suspect that our current pace will not be indefinitely 
sustainable and that our productivity will ebb and flow as we strive to find a balance point with a 
workload that will also be shifting going forward. That said, I’m encouraged to have found the two of us 
are well aligned in our commitment and approach to the work so far and we have both had very positive 
experiences with the members and staff we have worked with to date.  
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Report to Council 
 
 
From: Angelina Amaral 
Date: Sept. 24 2021 
Subject: Up-date on the activities of the TRC Working Group 
 
The TRCWG has built their workplan based on the information we gathered from Mi’kmaq 
community service providers across NS at the July 15, 2019, Mi’kma’ki Provincial Network 
(MPN) gathering we hosted. In addition to responding to new developments, the TRCWG has 
focused on continuing to respond to what we heard from community members. This year the 
TRCWG has focused on three major requests from community members, these include: 

• All lawyers who are going to work with Mi’kmaq and Indigenous individuals, 
communities or organizations should receive trauma informed training,  

• All lawyers practicing in NS should receive cultural competency training, 
• There should be a mentoring program for new Mi’kmaw and Indigenous lawyers. A 

space where they can feel more comfortable to reach our for recourses and support. 
 
Since the last Council update the TRC Working Group has completed the following actives:  

• Trauma Informed Lawyering Lunch and Learn Workshop with Myrna McCallum (Held 
May 26, 2021) 
 

• Eastern Door Indigenous Bar Association revived 
o The Eastern Door Indigenous Bar has been able to hold one hybrid gathering in 

Membertou First Nation. Indigenous members of the Bar we able to attend the 
gathering in-person and virtual.  

o The gathering was held November 16 or 17th, 2020.  
o At this gathering we honoured, Douglas Brown, our first Mi’kmaw lawyer to 

retire. We also held presentations from various Mi’kmaq and Indigenous lawyers 
who shared a little bit about their fields of work. 

o A part of the session focused on self-care and what resources do we need as 
Mi’kmaw and Indigenous lawyers.  

o There was a commitment by the group to meet again and continue with the 
listserv, which Tuma has been maintaining. 

o Once COVID becomes manageable again, we are planning to host another 
gathering of the members of the Eastern Door Indigenous Bar. 
 

• Engagement Pathway (see Pathway document) 
o Now that we have hosted a few lunch and learn sessions, we invite Council  to 

provide feedback on what kinds of workshops, subject matters, or information 
sessions they would be interested in attending and learning more about in the 
future.  
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• Message to members regarding residential schools. 

o In response to the ongoing finding of missing children at the residential schools, 
the TRCWG, is carefully looking to prepare a statement for Council to approve 
for release.  

o Currently the TRCWG has collected a number of statements from across Canada 
to help inform the one we are preparing. Beginning discussions were held on 
September 17, 2021 and will continue. Once a statement has been drafted it will 
be shared with Council for input and feedback. 
 

• List gathered of support resources for residential school survivors, their families and 
communities. Circulated to members and posted to Society’s website. 
 

• We have also welcomed new members to the TRC Working Group. New members 
include:  

o Dakota Bernard – Started as a student member and is now articling  
o Jacqueline Mullenger  
o Jamie Vacon – Current Co-chair 
o Jennifer Dickison  
o Madison Joe – Started as a student and is a recent call to the Bar 
o Michael McDonald  
o Tanisha A Blackmore  

 
Our Next Steps 
 
List of activities in progress and upcoming events and discussions:  

• 2nd workshop with Myrna McCullum being planned for Sept 29th based on positive 
feedback from first session, the priorities of Council, and the need for further discussions 
on this topic with as many members as possible. 
 

• The TRCWG is currently discussing the possibility of developing a proposal for an award 
celebrating Indigenous Peoples excellence in law  
 

• Potentially holding a check-in for Mi’kmaq and Indigenous lawyers in partnership with 
the Indigenous Blacks & Mi’kmaq Initiative.  
 

• Developing a resource list for anyone seeking educational materials or supports in 
relation to the findings at Canadian residential schools.  
 

• Planning to host another Mi’kma’ki Provincial Network gathering to report back to 
community members on what the NSBS and the TRCWG has done with what we heard 
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at the first gathering, and to further explore how lawyers can best support Mi’kmaw 
individuals, communities organizations, and our member lawyers. 
 

• Developing a proposed statement for Council to consider releasing as the Society’s public 
position on the latest findings at various Canadian residential schools. 
 

• Advising on draft Advocacy Policy 
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TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE DISABILITY EQUITY COMMITTEE 

 
 
These Terms of Reference should be read in conjunction with the Legal Profession Act, the Regulations issued 
there under, and the Council Policies relating to Committees. 
 
EQUITY COMMITTEE– TERMS OF REFERENCE 
 
Type 
 
To advise Council 
 
Mandate 
 

The Disability1 Equity Committee supports Council in the governance of the Society and in advancing 
Council’s strategic framework by promoting, monitoring and providing advice about programs and policies 
that address issues of accessibility and discrimination - as experienced by members of Disability 
Communities - in the legal profession and with regard to the administration of justice. 

 
Responsibilities 
 

• Develop policy and program options for the promotion of equity and diversity in the legal profession in 
Nova Scotia, as it relates to Disability Communities  

• Develop policy and program options to increase access to the legal profession by members of Disability 
Communities 

• Raise awareness of historic and current accessibility issues and discrimination affecting Disability 
Communities within the legal profession and with regard to the administration of justice  

• Provide advice to Council regarding:   
o Barriers and impediment to entry into the Nova Scotia legal profession and involvement in the 

Society by members of Disability Communities, 
o Experiences of members of Disability Communities as members of the Nova Scotia legal 

profession and with regard to the administration of justice 
o The intersection of Disability Equity Issues with those issues affecting additional equity seeking 

groups 
 

• Work collaboratively with the Equity and Access Office in carrying out the Committee’s approved Work 
Plan.  

• Work collaboratively with the Society’s Racial Equity Committee, Gender Equity Committee, and Truth 
and Reconciliation Working Group on matters of mutual interest and with particular focus on promoting 
and addressing issues of equity and access generally in the legal profession and the administration of 
justice. 

 
Composition 
 

• At least one member shall be a current member of Council 
 

1 Disability means any impairment, including a physical, mental, intellectual, cognitive, learning, communication 
or sensory impairment — or a functional limitation — whether permanent, temporary or episodic in nature, or 
evident or not, that, in interaction with a barrier, hinders a person’s full and equal participation in society. 
(handicap) – Accessible Canada Act  
https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/A-0.6/page-1.html 
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• Appointments shall be made and vacancies filled by Council (or Nominating committee?) 
• Society members shall be predominantly members with disabilities and include members from a range of 

other equity-seeking groups. 
• Non-Society members shall be recruited from disability communities, preferably African Nova Scotian, 

Mi’kmaq, and other racialized people and people of diverse genders and sexual orientations. 
 
Chair 
 
• To be appointed by Council (or Nominating Committee?) 

 
Procedures and Work Product 
 
• The Committee shall operate in accordance with Council Policy 16 
• The Committee may appoint sub-committees or working groups to pursue assigned tasks 
• The Committee will provide a work plan to Council in September of each year 
• The Committee’s work shall advance the Society’s strategic framework2 

 
Reporting 
 
• The Committee is advisory to Council 

 
Staff support 
 
• The Equity and Access Office 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2 http://nsbs.org/sites/default/files/cms/menu-pdf/strategicframework.pdf  
Approved by Council e: September 2010, Amended July 24, 2015 
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00166643-1   

LAWYERS’ INSURANCE ASSOCIATION OF NOVA SCOTIA 
 

MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:  Council, Nova Scotia Barristers Society 
 
FROM: Lawrence Rubin, Director of Insurance 

Lawyers’ Insurance Association of Nova Scotia 
 
DATE:  September 24, 2021 
 
RE: LIANS Report to Council for the Period January 1, 2021 through June 30, 2021  
 
Pursuant to Regulation 12.5.4 under the Legal Profession Act, I am pleased to provide the 
following report on the activities of the Lawyers’ Insurance Association of Nova Scotia (LIANS) 
for the period January 1, 2021 through June 30, 2021 and a summary of its 2020 financial 
statements. 
 
Part I: Company Information and Governance 
 
LIANS conducts the mandatory professional liability (errors and omissions or E&O) insurance 
program for the benefit of the Membership. Established by the Legal Profession Act, LIANS is 
managed by a Board of Directors (who appoint a Director responsible for LIANS’ operations and 
claim handling) and five committees. Three of these committees - Audit, Investment and 
Governance - have responsibilities not unlike similar corporate committees. The other 
committees are Claims Review (akin to an insurer’s large loss committee) that advises on active 
claims that come within its mandate and the Lawyers Assistance Program Committee that 
oversees the Lawyers Assistance Program (LAP)1. 
 
As part of its mandate, LIANS also provides risk and practice management (RPM) advice and 
services to the Membership. Some of these efforts are now in conjunction with the Society’s 
Legal Services Support (LSS). 
 
Though an insurance program that subscribes to a reciprocal (Canadian Lawyers’ Insurance 
Association (CLIA))2 rather than being an insurer in its own right, LIANS operates in a manner 
akin to an insurer retaining similar outside advisors, to wit: 
 

(i) an auditor to prepare the annual financial statements; 
(ii) an actuary to determine the annual practising levy and necessary capital reserves; and 
(iii) an investment manager responsible for investing LIANS’ capital to ensure adequate 

resources are available for claims and the long-term financial health and viability of the 
program. 

 
1 Regulation 12.4.7 under the Legal Profession Act provides that LIANS shall establish, conduct and maintain 
programs to assist lawyers in handling or avoiding personal, emotional, medical or substance abuse problems. 
2 CLIA is an Alberta regulated insurance reciprocal 
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Governance, in the context of a not-for-profit organization, means how the volunteer Board of 
Directors oversees the operations and develops processes for making and implementing 
decisions.3 This creates a dual focus, advancing the organization’s principles and mission on 
behalf of those it serves and ensuring that the organization remains viable.4 
 
Governance is as important for LIANS as for any other similar organization and is an ongoing 
exercise. In 2019 the Board completed a review and update of LIANS’ governance polices and 
strategic plan.5 Going forward, the policies will be reviewed by LIANS’ Governance Committee 
no later than every five years, the strategic plan no later than every three years, all subject to 
an intervening event that would necessitate an earlier review.6  
 
In 2020, the Board completed a review and update of LIANS’ investment policy last reviewed in 
2014. This year the surplus management policy drafted in 2009 was reviewed and rewritten. 
 
Board of Directors 
 
The members of LIANS’ Board of Directors as of June 30, 2021 and currently are: 
 
Robyn Elliott, QC, Chair 
Charles Thompson, Vice Chair 
Sarah Almon 
Greg Barro, QC 
Michelle Chai 
Sean Foreman, QC 
 

Oliver Janson 
Joshua Martin 
Jacqueline Mullenger, Acting Executive Director 
Jade Pictou 
Ivo Winter 

  

Board members come from throughout the province and represent various firm types (i.e., 
firms large and small, sole practitioners and in-house departments) and areas of practice. Board 
members (save the Executive Director of the Society) are required to sit on at least one of 
LIANS’ five standing committees. 
 
LIANS Staff 
 
LIANS’ staff for the period of this report are: 
 
 
Director of Insurance:   Lawrence Rubin 
Claims Counsel:   Patricia Neild 
Claims Counsel:   Lisa Wight 
Database and Information Officer: Cynthia Nield 

 
3 Governance for Not-for-Profit Organizations: Questions to Ask, 2021 Chartered Professional Accountants of 
Canada, 2nd edition: file:///C:/Users/lrubin/Downloads/02548-RG-Governance-for-NFPOs-Questions-to-Ask.pdf 
4 Non Profit Quarterly,  https://nonprofitquarterly.org/what-is-governance-definition/ 
5 The governance policies cover, among other areas, conflict of interest, confidentiality, external communications 
and conflict resolution. 
6 The next scheduled review of the strategic plan will be in 2022, the 2019 governance policies in 2024. 
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Administrative Assistant:  Alex Greencorn 
Executive Assistant:   Emma Pink 
 
In August, Emma Pink resigned from LIANS to pursue an opportunity in her area of study and 
we wish her every success in that pursuit. 
 
LIANS’ Committees 
 
As of the date of this report, all standing committees have the requisite number of volunteers 
though some have room for additional non-Board members. LIANS welcomes applications from 
Members interested in joining its committees. Non-Board committee members are important 
because today’s non-board committee volunteer may become a future board member 
simplifying succession when a board vacancy occurs. 
 
Standards Committees 
 
During the period of this report, the writer staffed two of the Society’s five professional 
standards committees – real estate and wills. In addition, LIANS provided recording services for 
the others. Effective this month, Lisa Wight has assumed staffing responsibilities for the Real 
Estate Standards Committee. Furthermore, as our two administrative positions have been 
reduced to one with Emma Pink’s resignation, recording functions for Society committees not 
staffed by LIANS, but previously undertaken by LIANS, have reverted to Society staff. 
 
Part II: Insurance Program 
 
LIANS’ mission is to conduct the mandatory professional liability insurance program for the 
benefit of the Membership.7 The mandatory professional liability coverage provided by LIANS 
has an occurrence limit of $1,000,000 with an annual aggregate limit of $2,000,000, coverage 
being subject to the insurance policy’s terms and conditions.8 This has been the limit since 1988 
and, from our analysis (which we undertake annually), remains the appropriate limit. 
 
For the current policy year, LIANS self-insured retention remains at $500,000 per occurrence 
with the next $500,000 reinsured through CLIA for the $1,000,000 total occurrence limit.9 The 
individual per claim deductible remains $5,000. There is also a stop loss built into the program. 
The stop loss varies by policy year as determined by CLIA’s actuary. For the 2021 – 2022 policy 
year, the stop loss is $3,325,000, a decrease of $25,000 from last year. 
 
CLIA provides the policy wording. It is substantively the same for all its subscribing jurisdictions 
and covers claims arising from Professional Services and Incidental Services as defined.10 There 

 
7 Regulation 12.1.3 
8 Excess coverage above this limit is available through CLIA or in the commercial market. For information on the 
CLIA program go to www.clia.ca or our website at http://www.lians.ca/services/insurance/excess-insurance. 
9 The retention was increased from $300,000 to $500,000 in 2015. 
10 The policy package itself is in four parts, Part A is the primary professional liability coverage, Part B is CLIA’s 
voluntary excess insurance and Part C is the trust protection indemnification coverage. The cyber coverage was 
originally Part D but is now a standalone policy. CLIA’s subscribing jurisdictions are NL, PEI, NS, NB, MB, SK, YU, NT 
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is also the ability for some tailoring to individual jurisdictional needs.11 In that regard, the Nova 
Scotia policy includes endorsements covering foreclosure auctioneers and CPLED volunteers. 
 
Claims 
 
Typically, LIANS has between 350 and 425 open files at any one time. There have been times 
where the file count is out of that range but this is the typical range. As of June 30, 2021, LIANS 
had 361 open files. This compares to 356 open files at June 30, 2020 and 352 at December 31, 
2020. Our being at the low end of the open file range is not indicative of a trend nor would 
being at the high end at a particular time. 
 
The first half of 2021 saw 129 new claims assigned. This compares to 127 in the first half of 
2020 and 134 in the second half. One hundred and thirty five claims were closed in the first half 
of 2020. 
 
LIANS’ approach to claim handling is to be proactive whenever appropriate, quickly addressing 
issues raised by claimants or reported by lawyers. When given the opportunity, we work with 
the insured to repair, remediate and otherwise resolve issues before there is a loss. Because of 
Member trust and confidence in LIANS, potential issues that could lead to serious claims are 
reported promptly (with some exceptions) and effectively handled in the interest of the 
Member. Claims that are frivolous or vexatious, unreasonable or excessive, are defended. 
 
We do resist economic settlements. The integrity of any professional liability insurance program 
depends on resisting such settlements in favour of appropriate and supported indemnity 
payments. Though we sometimes receive comment that we spend too much on defence when 
we should be settling claims, our response is to note that our claim handing methodology 
derives from our regulatory mandate to provide the program for the benefit of the Members. 
Sometimes it takes time to agree on the appropriate number for a particular claim but acting 
otherwise, i.e. trading off defence costs for a quicker settlement, would have at least three 
adverse effects. The first would be to undermine how a professional liability insurance program 
has to operate to maintain its viability. The second is that such behaviour can be inflationary 
which would cause an increase in the full practicing levy to support increased indemnity 
payments. The third would be to place the lawyer’s deductible on the table as a matter of 
course to save defence costs. None of these effects is palatable to us nor, I would hope, the 
Membership. 
 
 
The Claims Review Committee reviews all claims with a combined damage and defence 
incurred of $125,000 or greater.12 As of June 30, 2021, 19 claims were before the Committee as 
compared to 16 at June 30, 2020. The average indemnity incurred is $107,377 (median 
$84,176) (2020 - $139,949 and $100,000 respectively) and the average defence incurred is 
$95,404 (median $57,571) (2020 - $102,186 and $87,053 respectively). Though it may look like 

 
and NU. 
11 The factors considered and process are set out in the Director’s Report to the Membership in LIANS’ 2018 
Annual Report. 
12 Total Incurred means the sum of indemnity and defence amounts, both paid and reserved. 
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severity and frequency are decreasing given the lower mean and median figures as compared 
to 2020, in actuality the opposite is true. One indicator of that there are more files before the 
CRC than at this time last year. Secondly, on June 30 2020, several matters had total incurreds 
larger than the current matters before the committee. 
 
Financial Position 
 
At December 31, 2020, LIANS’ financial position was stable. The following is the summary of 
LIANS financial position as of that date as published in the 2020 Annual Report:13 
 
Statement of financial position as at December 31 

 2020 2019 
Assets $ $ 
Current   
Cash 2,313,349 2,443,753 
Accounts receivable 249,658 247,104 
Government remittances receivable    ----- 6,068 
Levy receivable 698,550 648,375 
Prepaid expenses 238,115 87,585 
Recoverable unpaid claims and expenses 473,696 833,343 
Investments 21,011,251 19,993,492 
Property and equipment, net 8,649 4,651 
Total assets 24,993,268 24,264,371 

 

Liabilities  
Current  
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 451,180 1,579,473 
Unearned levy 1,591,810 1,631,827 
Total current liabilities    2,252,538 3,211,300 
Provision for levy deficiency 374,317 188,267 
Provision for unpaid claims and expenses 9,577,362 9,837,337 
Total liabilities 12,204,217 13,236,904 
   
Net assets   
Professional liability insurance reserve 12,789,051 11,027,353 
 

Statement of revenue and expenditure for the year ended December 31 

 2020 2019 
 $ $ 
Revenue 4,442,617 5,625,507 
Insurance premiums (320,915) (239,691) 
Net revenue 4,121,702 5,385,816 
 
Claims and expenses 

  

Payments 2,304,117 1,805,838 
Group deductible reimbursement (73,640) (9,294) 
 2,230,477 1,796,544 
   
Current period expense 285,722 531,194 
Total claims and expenses 2,516,199 2,327,738 
   
Administration   
Total administration (156,175)14 1,005,647 

 
13 LIANS’ annual reports dating back to 2001 are posted on the website www.lians.ca. 
14 Actual (i.e., unadjusted) 2020 administrations costs were on par with 2019. The accounting difference as 
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Total expenditures 2,360,024 3,333,385 
   
Excess (Deficiency) of revenue over expenditure before 
undernoted 

1,761,678 2,052,431 

Return of CLIA surplus subscriber’s equity ----- 398,885 
Excess (deficiency) of revenue over expenditure 1,761,678 2,451,316 
   
Professional liability insurance reserve, beginning of year 11,027,373 8,576,037 
Excess of revenue over expenditures 1,761,678 2,451,316 
Professional liability insurance reserve, end of year 12,789,051 11,027,353 
 
 

Through fiscal 2020, LIANS was within its budget for administrative costs. Claim costs were a 
very different story. 
 
Though defence costs paid in 2020 exceeded our January projection by 1%, indemnity 
payments exceeded the projection by 40%. Reasons for this are set out in our 2020 annual 
report but the primary driver was a large loss both reported and paid in Q1 2020. Thus far, 2021 
is shaping up to be a more settled year and barring a significant unexpected adverse event, the 
year will be closer to the performance of 2019 (on a percentage basis) when LIANS was within 
its projections for both claim and administrative costs combined. 
 
Through June 30, 2021, paid defence costs on the year are significantly below the projection. As 
usual however, nothing is to be taken from this as we are usually significantly below our 
projection through the first six months of the fiscal year. By year end, we regularly push up 
against, and sometimes exceed, the projection. The reason is unbilled time incurred in the first 
half of the year and our requirement that all time incurred in a calendar year be billed by year 
end.  
 
Through June 30th, indemnity payments are slightly under our projection. This compares to last 
year when, as mentioned above, we were approximately 40% over our projection at that time. 
Though it is not uncommon for there to be an uptick in matters resolving later in the year, at 
this time, it appears that 2021 will end on a more positive note then 2020 did relative to our 
projection. That being said, on a real dollar basis, it should be noted that the 2021 projection is 
higher than 2020 as we expect increased claim costs this year. 
 
Turning to the investment portfolio, despite the March through May 2020 market downturn, 
the portfolio made up those losses and ended the year with a positive, albeit unrealized, return. 
That trajectory has continued into 2021. 
 
The portfolio itself is a balanced model with the targeted allocations being 50% fixed income, 
35% equities and 15% alternative investments.15 All investments are in funds. 
 

 
compared to 2019 is the result of the 2020 amount being offset by a significant non-claim reserve reversal which is 
a significant contributor to the year-over-year increase in the insurance reserve. 
 
15 The plan’s asset mix targets are 50% fixed income, 35% equities and 15% alternative investments, all with an 
acceptable band of +/- 5%. 
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Canada Life’s portfolio year runs November 1 through October 31st. For the period from 
November 1, 2020 through June 30, 2021, the portfolio increased in value by 9.86% with the 
increase primarily attributed to the equity components. On a calendar year basis (January 1, 
2021  to June 30, 2021), the portfolio was up 4.96%. The 12-month return of 11.33% is 
somewhat meaningful as the market recovery was occurring by June 2020. 
 
Risk and Practice Management 
 
LIANS continues to provide resources to the Membership through information and education, 
both on its own (e.g. LIANSwers) and with LSS. LIANS also administers the mentorship program 
which, going forward, in partnership with LSS, may be reconfigured. 
 
For the 13th year, we, jointly with the Society like last year, intend to present the RPM solo and 
small firm conference. Like last year, it will be online. 
 
Lawyers Assistance Program 
 
The LAP service provider remains Homewood Health. The program offers confidential short-
term counseling, as well as a variety of online health and wellness resources. We regularly send 
the Membership reminders of the program. The program was renewed last year for a three 
year term and two programs were added – Depression Care and Trauma Care. A notice was 
sent to all Members introducing these programs and they are being used. 
 
Part III: COVID-19 
 
We continue to see impacts from COVID-19 in our business, in particular how we operate. We 
have not seen a significant increase in claims generally or related to COVID-19 specifically. That 
said, we have seen some claims that seem to be tired to adverse effects of the pandemic and 
are expecting more, primarily around misunderstandings as to limitation periods and filing 
deadlines given the various changes that were made last year, some less formal than others. 
 
Part IV: Closing 
 
LIANS maintains a proactive cost-effective approach to claim handling, assists Members in their 
practices and provides resources through its website and other initiatives. While providing 
these services, LIANS keeps sight on its mandate to conduct the mandatory professional liability 
insurance program for the benefit of Nova Scotia’s practicing insured lawyers. 
 
I am available for questions and comments. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Lawrence Rubin 
Director of Insurance 
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MEMORANDUM TO COUNCIL 
 

From:  Lawrence Rubin and the Professional Standards (Wills, Powers of Attorney and 
Personal Directives) Committee 

 
Date:  September 24, 2021 
 
Subject: Professional Standards (Wills, Powers of Attorney and Personal Directives) 

Standard – Income Tax Advice1 
 

 For:  Approval X Introduction  Information  
 

DATE 
 
November 27, 2020 

Council Introduction 
 

September 24, 2021 Council 
 

Approval 

 
Rationale:  
 
The Committee is of the opinion that it is essential for a lawyer, when taking instructions from 
a client and drafting a Will, to have knowledge of potential income tax issues. No estate 
planning can be successfully undertaken without due regard for the income tax consequences 
of transferring assets pursuant to a Will.  The drafting lawyer must have a basic understanding 
of the Income Tax Act (Canada) in order to advise a client properly. 
 
Following introduction, the proposed standard was circulated to the Membership for review 
and consultation. The Committee reviewed the comments received and the proposed standard 
is now being returned to Council for final approval. An equity lens was applied while drafting 
and reviewing this proposed standard. 
 
Exhibit: 

 
New Standard – Income Tax Advice 

 
1 No number is attached to this standard at this time. This is the second standard the Committee has presented to Council 

for final approval. As of the date of this memorandum, the Committee has not discussed a numbering scheme or the 
order of the initial standards that are set out in its Workplan. 
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EXISTING 

STANDARD 
PROPOSED STANDARD RATIONALE 

 
N/A 

 
INCOME TAX STANDARD 

 
A lawyer must be knowledgeable about basic concepts of income taxation affecting the individual taxpayer.¹ 
 
When advising a client on estate planning², a lawyer should ensure that the client is aware of and understands the 
income tax consequences of death and of transferring particular assets, whether by will or beneficiary designation or 
inter vivos sale or gift, including conveyance of the fee simple title or conveyance of an interest in joint tenancy or 
tenancy-in-common.³ 
 
If the client’s assets are complex⁴ or if the client’s personal situation is complicated⁵ or if the client or a proposed 
personal representative is a non-resident of Canada⁶ or if the client or an intended beneficiary are U.S. citizens⁷ or if 
the client has foreign assets⁸, and the potential income tax issues or the foreign legal system are outside the lawyer’s 
experience and knowledge, a lawyer may decide to consult with or refer the client to another lawyer or accountant⁹ with 
relevant experience and knowledge. 
 
FOOTNOTES 
 
1. “A solicitor is required to bring reasonable care, skill and knowledge to the performance of the professional service 
which he has undertaken … The requisite standard of care has been variously referred to as that of the reasonably 
competent solicitor, the ordinary competent solicitor and the ordinary prudent solicitor.” 
 
“A solicitor is not required to know all the law applicable to the performance of a particular legal service, in the sense 
that he must carry it around with him as part of his “working knowledge”, without the need of further research, but he 
must have a sufficient knowledge of the fundamental issues or principles of law applicable to the particular work he has 
undertaken to enable him to perceive the need to ascertain the law on relevant points.” per LeDain, J. in Central & 
Eastern Trust Company v. Rafuse, 1986 CanLII 29 (SCC), [1986] 2 SCR 147, 31 DLR (4th) 481, at [58] and [59]. 
 
2. “ … the solicitor does not discharge his duty by simply taking down and giving legal expression to the words of the 
client …” per Boyd, C. in Murphy v. Lamphier, (1914), 31 OLR 287. 
 
3. Income tax liabilities can be triggered by sales to non arm’s-length persons at less than fair market value or by gifts, 
including deemed dispositions as a result of the death of the taxpayer: Income Tax Act, RSC 1985, c 1 (5th Supp). 
 

 
 
 
The Committee is of the 
opinion that it is essential 
for a lawyer, when taking 
instructions from a client 
and drafting a Will, to have 
knowledge of potential 
income tax issues. No 
estate planning can be 
successfully undertaken 
without due regard for the 
income tax consequences 
of transferring assets 
pursuant to a Will.  The 
drafting lawyer must have a 
basic understanding of the 
Income Tax Act (Canada) 
in order to advise a client 
properly. 
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Where a taxpayer has disposed of property to a person with whom the taxpayer was not dealing at arm’s length for no 
proceeds or for proceeds less than the fair market value or to any person by way of gift, the taxpayer is deemed to have 
received proceeds of disposition equal to the fair market value: s. 69 (1) (b). 
 
The deceased taxpayer is deemed to have received proceeds of disposition equal to the fair market value of all property 
immediately prior to death: s. 70(5). This can result in inclusion of the entire value of certain registered assets (such as 
retirement savings plans and retirement income funds) or one half of deemed capital gains on unregistered capital assets 
(such as real estate (other than the principal residence) or marketable securities) as taxable income in the deceased 
taxpayer’s final T1 individual tax return. 
 
4. For example, there are complex rules relating to corporate assets and trust assets. Both corporations and trustees 
are separate taxpayers. There are specialized deferrals or exemptions relating to farming (including forestry) and 
fishing property and qualified small business corporations. 
 
5. If the taxpayer has a spouse, it is possible to transfer assets on a tax deferred basis to that spouse or to a spouse 
trust: s. 73(1) and (1.01). Likewise, gifts on death to the surviving spouse or a testamentary spouse trust may occur on 
a tax deferred basis: s. 70(6). A spouse and a common law partner are entitled to the same income tax treatment under 
the Act. Note that “common law partner is defined in s. 248 as follows: “with respect to a taxpayer at any time, means a 
person who cohabits at that time in a conjugal relationship with the taxpayer and 
 
o (a) has so cohabited throughout the 12-month period that ends at that time, or 
o (b) would be the parent of a child of whom the taxpayer is a parent, if this Act were read without reference to 
paragraphs 252(1)(c) and (e) and subparagraph 252(2)(a)(iii), 
 
and, for the purpose of this definition, where at any time the taxpayer and the person cohabit in a conjugal relationship, 
they are, at any particular time after that time, deemed to be cohabiting in a conjugal relationship unless they were 
living separate and apart at the particular time for a period of at least 90 days that includes the particular time because 
of a breakdown of their conjugal relationship. 
 
Note that this definition does not determine the rights of a common law partner under provincial laws 
governing division of property on separation or divorce and succession on death. 
 
6. If the transferor is a non-resident of Canada, the Act imposes joint liability for income tax on capital gains on both the 
vendor and purchaser of Canadian real estate. The purchaser is entitled to request the vendor to obtain a clearance 
certificate under s. 116 of the Act and to require a 25% holdback until the certificate is delivered. See Real Estate 
Standard 3.10. A trust resides for the purposes of the Act where its real business is carried on, which is where the 
central management and control of the trust actually takes place. The residence of the trust is not always that of the 
trustee. It will be so where the trustee carries out the central management and control of the trust where the trustee is 
resident: Fundy Settlement v. Canada, 2012 SCC 14 (CanLII), [2012] 1 SCR 520. 
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7. United States citizens are taxed on their worldwide income even though they may be resident in Canada for 
Canadian income tax purposes. The Canada-U.S. Tax Treaty may alleviate double taxation in appropriate 
circumstances. A U.S. citizen resident in Canada is required to file income tax returns in both countries. Likewise, the 
personal representative of a U.S. citizen resident in Canada will have to file a U.S. income tax return for the year of 
death, a U.S. estate tax return, and a Canadian income tax return for the year of death. 
 
8. If the Canadian resident client owns assets in a foreign jurisdiction (or even another Province in Canada), legal 
documents prepared in Nova Scotia may not be valid to achieve the client’s estate planning goals. In particular, if real 
estate is owned by a deceased client outside Nova Scotia, the law of the foreign jurisdiction or Province will govern. It 
likely will be necessary to initiate probate proceedings both in Nova Scotia (if the deceased is ordinarily resident within 
the Province) and also in the other jurisdiction. See Wills Drafting Standard (N.B. - this is a reference to what will be a 
future standard). 
 
9. See Code of Professional Conduct, Commentary [6] to rule 3.1-2 Competence: 
 
A lawyer must recognize a task for which the lawyer lacks competence and the disservice that would be done to the 
client by undertaking that task. If consulted about such a task, the lawyer should: 

(a) decline to act; 
(b) obtain the client’s instructions to retain, consult or collaborate with a lawyer who is competent for that task; or 
(c) obtain the client’s consent for the lawyer to become competent without undue delay, risk or expense to the 

client. 

 
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 
 
Income Tax Act, RSC 1985, c 1 (5th Supp) 
 
Canada Revenue Agency: https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/tax/individuals/life-events/ 
 
Canada Revenue Agency: https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/tax/international-nonresidents/ 
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MEMORANDUM TO COUNCIL 
 
From:  Lawrence Rubin and the Professional Standards (Wills, Powers of Attorney and 

Personal Directives) Committee 

Date:  September 24, 2021 
 
Subject: Professional Standards (Wills, Powers of Attorney and Personal Directives)  

Standard – Revocation1 
 

 For:  Approval X Introduction  Information  
 

DATE 
 
November 27, 2020 

Council Introduction 
 

September 24, 2021 Council 
 

Approval 

 
 
Rationale:  
 
The Committee is of the opinion that it is essential for a lawyer, in taking instructions from a 
client and drafting a Will, to be knowledgeable on revocation of prior wills. Because a new Will 
revokes a prior Will (whether it expressly states it or not), care must be taken to ensure that 
the client’s intentions are clearly expressed. 
 
Following introduction, the proposed standard was circulated to the Membership for review 
and consultation. The Committee reviewed the comments received and the proposed standard 
is now being returned to Council for final approval. An equity lens was applied while drafting 
and reviewing this proposed standard. 
 
 
Exhibit: 

 
New Standard – Revocation  

 
1 No number is attached to this Standard at this time. This is the first Standard the Committee has presented to Council for 
final approval. As of the date of this memorandum, the Committee has not discussed a numbering scheme or the order of 
the initial standards that are set out in its Workplan. 
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EXISTING 

STANDARD 
PROPOSED STANDARD RATIONALE 

 
N/A 

 
REVOCATION 

 
When preparing a will a lawyer must consider the scope of the revocation clause.¹ In particular, a lawyer should 
request copies of existing wills and other testamentary instruments and ensure the revocation clause cannot be 
interpreted to apply beyond the scope for which it is intended² or if there are multiple wills operating concurrently, that 
one does not revoke the other.³ 
 
FOOTNOTES 
 
1. “A solicitor is required to bring reasonable care, skill and knowledge to the performance of the professional service 
which he has undertaken … The requisite standard of care has been variously referred to as that of the reasonably 
competent solicitor, the ordinary competent solicitor and the ordinary prudent solicitor.” per LeDain, J. in Central & 
Eastern Trust Company v. Rafuse, 1986 CanLII 29 (SCC), [1986] 2 SCR 147, 31 DLR (4th) 481, at [58]. 
 
Feeney’s Canadian Law of Wills, 4th Edition at section 10.58 -“If the will has been drawn by a lawyer, the court will 
assume that the technical terms are used in their correct, technical, legal sense, unless it clearly appears that they 
were intended to bear some other meaning.” 
 
2. Mulrooney Estate (Re), 2016 NSSC 352 – Justice McDougall considered whether the wording in a will signed 
subsequent to a beneficiary designation was sufficient to revoke the specific designation and found it did not. See also, 
Ashton Estate v. South Muskoka Hospital Foundation, 2008 O.J. No. 1805 – a clause revoking “all wills and 
testamentary dispositions of every nature or kind whatsoever” was found to revoke a beneficiary designation on a 
registered retirement income fund. 
 
3. Robinson Estate v. Robinson, [2010] O.J. No.2771 – Testator executed a will in Spain indicating said will would deal 
with her European property and her Canadian will would deal with her Canadian property. Testator subsequently 
amended Canadian will including standard revocation clause. The drafting solicitor had no knowledge of Spanish will. 
Court upheld revocation clause had effect of revoking all prior wills. See also Multiple Wills Standard (N.B. - this is a 
reference to what will be a future standard). 
 
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 
 
Section 19 of the Wills Act, RSNS 1989, c 505 sets out conditions for revocation of a will, in particular s.19(c) execution 
of a new will. 

 
 
 
The Committee is of the 
opinion that it is essential 
for a lawyer, in taking 
instructions from a client 
and drafting a Will, to be 
knowledgeable on 
revocation of prior wills. 
Execution of a new Will 
revokes, in whole or in 
part, a prior Will (whether it 
expressly states it or not), 
so care must be taken to 
ensure that the client’s 
intentions are clearly 
expressed. 
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1.1 Support members at every stage of their careers On Track

1.2 Identify and remove regulatory barriers to 
support innovation in the delivery of legal services On Track

1.3 Investigate and implement, if appropriate, 
differential membership fee models On Track

1.4 Communicate and engage with members On Track
1.5 Create an advocacy policy On Track

2.1 Promote access to legal services On Track

3.1 Promotion of Substantive Equality and Freedom 
from Discrimination in Delivery of Legal Services 
and the Justice System

On Track

3.2 Promotion of Equity, Diversity and Inclusion in 
the Legal Profession On Track

3.3 Implementing meaningful responses to the TRC 
Calls to Action and MMIWG Inquiry Call to Justice 
10

On Track

3.4 Develop mechanisms to hold members 
accountable for the delivery of culturally proficient 
legal services

On Track

3.5 Addressing barriers to entry to the legal 
profession On Track

Goal #1: The Society regulates the legal profession in the public 
interest in a proactive, principled, and proportionate manner

Overview of Current Status by Objective

Goal #2: More Nova Scotians will have access to ethical and 
competent legal services

Goal #3: Nova Scotians will be served by a legal profession that is 
diverse, inclusive and culturally proficient

Activy Plan Quick Reference Dashboard - September 2021

16

0

Current Activity Status 

On Track Delayed
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 DRAFT - 2021-2023 COUNCIL ACTIVITY PLAN

Lead Contributors Timeline Status 

(Specific Person) (optional)

(Q1 - Jul-Sept
Q2 - Oct- Dec
Q3 - Jan -Mar

Q4 - Apr - Jun)

(Completed, On 
Track, Delayed, 

Cancelled) 

1.1 Support members at 
every stage of their 
careers

Have the Law Office Management Committee create a 
technology competency standard based on changes to 
FLSC Model Code 

Chair of LOMC
* CPCC
* E. Cummings
* J Pink

* Standard Created
* Resources Created
* Standard Implemented Q4 On Track

Continue to seek proposed legislative amendments ED * Advocate
* Legislation amended Q4 On Track

Regular correspondence 
with Minister and Department 
of Justice

Review may lead to more 
changes

Implementation of multi-disciplinary practices in Nova 
Scotia ED

* J. Willwerth
* E. Cummings
* J Pink

* MDPs Created
* Resources Created
* Implemented

Q4 On Track

Assess the feasibility of an “innovation sandbox” model 
for use in Nova Scotia ED

* Research completed
* Assessment Plan created
* Confirm Resources Required
* Recommendation reviewed

Q4 On Track

1.2 Identify and remove 
regulatory barriers to 
support innovation in the 
delivery of legal services

Goal #1: The Society regulates the legal profession in the public interest in a proactive, principled, and proportionate manner

Notes/CommentsObjective Tasks KPIs/Deliverable(s)

 Confidential 2021-09-03 Page 1
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 DRAFT - 2021-2023 COUNCIL ACTIVITY PLAN

Lead Contributors Timeline Status 

(Specific Person) (optional)

(Q1 - Jul-Sept
Q2 - Oct- Dec
Q3 - Jan -Mar

Q4 - Apr - Jun)

(Completed, On 
Track, Delayed, 

Cancelled) 

Notes/CommentsObjective Tasks KPIs/Deliverable(s)

1.3 Investigate and 
implement, if appropriate, 
differential membership 
fee models

Assess the feasibility of a differential fee model for use 
in Nova Scotia to increase access to legal services ED

* K Lister
* J Willwerth
* K Shewan
* J Pink

* Survey of the membership 
* Needs assessment
* Recommendation Reviewed

Q4 On Track
Research completed and 
presented to Council May 
2021

Develop a new mentorship approach that is “Triple-P” 
and applies the equity lens J. Pink

* Credentials Committee
* J. Dickison
*C Ferguson

* Program Developed
* Resources Created
* Program Implemented

Q2 On Track
Review & Research 
completed presented to 
Council March 2021

FIRST: Devise new ways for Council to engage and 
communicate with members 

THEN: Identify member groups for more targeted 
engagement or collaboration in conjunction with 
targeted engagement or collaboration of a related 
community group. 

Council * C. Deschenes
* J. Dickison

*New engagement & 
communication Plan
*Consult with GEC/REC/TRC WG 
Identify Key stakeholder groups 
* Targeted engagement plan
* Build relationships - joint 
projects?

Q2 On Track

Ongoing communications 
during COVID - Fee relief, 
County Bar meetings and 
Cultural Competence Focus 
Groups.

1.5 Create an advocacy 
policy

Develop a public interest advocacy policy to guide 
Council’s work when advocating for improvements to 
the administration of justice

ED
* K. Lister
* J. Dickison
*TRC WG

* Policy Created
* Resources Created
* Policy Implemented

Q4 On Track

Policy drafted being 
reviewed by TRC WG  
before shared with oth equity 
committees for review.

1.4 Communicate and 
engage with members

 Confidential 2021-09-03 Page 2
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 DRAFT - 2021-2023 COUNCIL ACTIVITY PLAN

Lead Contributors Timeline Status 

(Specific Person) (optional)

(Q1 - Jul-Sept
Q2 - Oct- Dec
Q3 - Jan -Mar

Q4 - Apr - Jun)

(Completed, On 
Track, Delayed, 

Cancelled) 

Notes/CommentsObjective Tasks KPIs/Deliverable(s)

Provide recommendations to Council to address the 
challenges of Rural Practitioners

Rural Practitioners’ 
Working Group * Recommendations Q3 On Track Working Group established 

in Spring 2021

FIRST: Develop an overall strategy for meaningful 
engagement with Community

THEN: Use information gathered to begin to 
understand and address barriers these communities 
face in accessing legal services 

Council * C. Deschenes
* J. Dickison

*Strategy for engagement
*Consult with GEC/REC/TRC WG 
Identify Key stakeholder groups
*Gather information from sessions
* Identify Barriers
* Potential Recommendations

Q4 On Track

Limited ongoing community 
engagement through Equity 
& Access Office.  Somewhat 
impacted by Covid.

FIRST: Review Code of Conduct requirements 
regarding competence to determine if changes are 
recommended in relation to a lawyer’s obligation to be 
culturally competent

THEN: If changes are recommended, refer to the Code 
of Professional Conduct Committee

PRPCC * E. Cummings
* A. Taillon

* Review Completed
* Recommendations to CPCC Q4 On Track

FIRST: Explore potential creation of Disability Equity 
Commitee of Council.

THEN: If approved Committee created.
D. Hirtle
J. McKinney
J. Vacon

* J. Dickison
* A. Nickerson

* Subcommitte Struck to explore 
options
* Detailed plan for creation of 
DEC, including process, timelines, 
draft Terms of Reference, and 
cost prepared
* If approved Committee Struck

Q2 On Track

Goal #2: More Nova Scotians will have access to ethical and competent legal services

2.1 Promote access to 
legal services

 Confidential 2021-09-03 Page 3
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 DRAFT - 2021-2023 COUNCIL ACTIVITY PLAN

Lead Contributors Timeline Status 

(Specific Person) (optional)

(Q1 - Jul-Sept
Q2 - Oct- Dec
Q3 - Jan -Mar

Q4 - Apr - Jun)

(Completed, On 
Track, Delayed, 

Cancelled) 

Notes/CommentsObjective Tasks KPIs/Deliverable(s)

3.1 Promotion of 
Substantive Equality and 
Freedom from 
Discrimination in Delivery 
of Legal Services and the 
Justice System

Review standards for appropriate references to lawyer 
cultural competence in the delivery of legal services.

And ensure all Committee Chairs recevive the n Equity 
Lens Toolkit & New Equity consultation Process 
training.

Professional 
Committee - 
Family, Real 
Estate, Wills & 
Probate

J. Dickison

* C. Ferguson
* L. Rubin
* Committee Chairs

* Standards Committee Review 
Completed
* Recommended updates
* Committee Chair Training

Q2 On Track

Ongoing - Criminal 
Standards and Law Office 
Management have looked at 
this

FIRST: Continue to develop and leverage our 
education, experiences and networks to promote 
equity, diversity and inclusion in the legal profession

THEN: Share with each other how we are doing this in 
our communities

Council * J. Mullenger
* J. Dickison

* Gather Information -Narratives 
feedback
* Learn from shared experiences
*Recommendations

Q2 On Track

FIRST: Receive GEC report following their analysis of 
survey results

THEN: Create implementation plan for report 
recommendations

GEC *J. Dickison
* J. Willwerth

* Report Created
* Recommendations
* Recommendation 
Implementation

Q1 On Track

Goal #3: Nova Scotians will be served by a legal profession that is diverse, inclusive and culturally proficient

3.2 Promotion of Equity, 
Diversity and Inclusion in 
the Legal Profession

 Confidential 2021-09-03 Page 4
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 DRAFT - 2021-2023 COUNCIL ACTIVITY PLAN

Lead Contributors Timeline Status 

(Specific Person) (optional)

(Q1 - Jul-Sept
Q2 - Oct- Dec
Q3 - Jan -Mar

Q4 - Apr - Jun)

(Completed, On 
Track, Delayed, 

Cancelled) 

Notes/CommentsObjective Tasks KPIs/Deliverable(s)

Continue to support the TRC Working Group by 
funding its work and ensuring its input influences 
Council decisions

Council *J. Dickison

* Funded
* Regular reports from the 
Committee
* Seeking input when required

Ongoing On Track

Apply our familiarity with the history of colonization, the 
legacy of residential schools, and Nova Scotia’s treaty 
environment to our decision-making

Council *J. Dickison
* Continue TRCWG Education for 
Council & Committees
* Decisions influenced survey

Q2 On Track

3.4 Develop mechanisms 
to hold members 
accountable for the 
delivery of culturally 
proficient legal services

Implement mandatory cultural competency education 
for members Council

* J. Pink
* J. Dickison
* Credentials Committee
* GEC
* REC
* TRCWG

* Education Created
* Education Plan Implemented Q3 On Track

3.3 Implementing 
meaningful responses to 
the TRC Calls to Action 
and MMIWG Inquiry Call 
to Justice 10

 Confidential 2021-09-03 Page 5
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 DRAFT - 2021-2023 COUNCIL ACTIVITY PLAN

Lead Contributors Timeline Status 

(Specific Person) (optional)

(Q1 - Jul-Sept
Q2 - Oct- Dec
Q3 - Jan -Mar

Q4 - Apr - Jun)

(Completed, On 
Track, Delayed, 

Cancelled) 

Notes/CommentsObjective Tasks KPIs/Deliverable(s)

3.5 Addressing barriers to 
entry to the legal 
profession

FIRST: Make a policy decision on what community 
engagement should look like

CONSIDER: Identify community groups for more 
targeted engagement or collaboration in conjunction 
with targeted engagement or collaboration of a related 
member group.

Council * C. Deschenes
*J. Dickison

* Policy decision
* Groups identified
* Communication plan created

Q3 On Track

 Confidential 2021-09-03 Page 6
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MEMORANDUM FOR COUNCIL 
 

From:   Tuma Young QC, President 

Date:  September 2, 2021 

Subject: Conflict of Interests & In Camera Process 

For:  Approval  Introduction  Information X 

 
At the July Council meeting concerns were raised about the LFCC Conflicts and the Conflicts of 
Interest Policy/Process in general and the In Camera Process. I undertook to provide you with 
additional information for the upcoming Council meeting. 
 
Conflicts of Interest 
Council Policy 9 deals with Conflicts of interest and outlines that Council conducts all of its affairs 
to the highest standards of ethical and lawful behavior (Council Policy 9.1) and Council members 
who are in an actual or potential conflict of interest must so declare and absent themselves from 
both the discussion and vote on the conflicted matter before Council. 
 
The conflicts outlined on the LFCC memo will be removed from future memos. Going forward if 
you feel there is an actual or potential conflict of interest, please declare it before or during the 
Council meeting and it will be dealt with accordingly including abstaining from that portion of the 
meeting and noted in the Minutes.  To assist with identifying a conflict please review this 
commentary from our Code of Conduct. 

In camera 

Council Policy 6.2 outlines that the President recommends items for In Camera and matters are 
held in camera following a motion of Council. The following footnote is in the Policy: 
 

The GNC will develop a policy on how minutes of matters decided in camera are maintained. 
President recommends and it is up to Council to agree, by majority vote? Policy on what is in 
camera? Staffing, contracts, legal advice, other? 

 
I can confirm that the Governance Committee is currently reviewing all Council Policies and In 
Camera will be addressed by this review.  In the meantime, we will continue to work with the 
process we have been using.  Guest/Staff will only attend in camera session when needed.  We 
will only record motions as per Council Policy 6.4.3, as such a staff member will attend In Camera 
to assist with the logistics and record the motions for us.  If there is a conflict or confidential matter 
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to discuss, the staff member will of course leave and then the ED and/or President will be 
responsible to recording any votes. 
 
Recommendation 
As always, if Council is concerned about these policies/process my suggestion would be that we 
share those concerns with the Governance committee who is currently looking at the Council 
policies. 
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COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES  

VIA VIDEOCONFERENCE 
 

Date July 23, 2021 
Time 09:00 am 
Present Tuma Young QC, President 

Melanie Petrunia, First Vice President 
Mark Scott QC, Second Vice President 
Jackie Mullenger, Acting ED 
Angelina Amaral 
Ingrid Brodie QC 
Bronwyn Duffy 
David Hirtle 
Keltie Jamieson 
Michelle Kelly QC 
A. Fraser MacFadyen  
Jennifer MacDonald 
Morgan Manzer 
Shannon Mason 
Josie McKinney 
Jill Perry QC 
Carole Lee Reinhardt 
Angeli Swinamer 
Michelle Ward  
Dr. Rod Wilson – arrived 9:10 
Patrick Young 
Jamie Vacon 
 

Regrets: 
Bryan Darrell 
 
 
Staff: 
Katie Lister, Recording, in part 
Jennifer Dickison, in part 
Jubanti Toppo, in part 
Kate Shewan, in part 
Collette Deschenes, in part 
Sharon Cox, in part 
Bernadine MacAualy, in part 
 
 
Guest: 
William Mahondy, in part 
Paula Minnikin 

1. INTRODUCTORY MATTERS/CALL TO ORDER 

1.1 Introductory Remarks 
President Tuma Young QC called the meeting to order and welcomed everyone to Miꞌkmaꞌki and 
acknowledged the land and treaties. The President noted that hopefully this would be the last fully 
virtual meeting with council going in person or at least hybrid in September. 
UPON MOTION BY Melanie Petrunia and seconded by Carole Lee Reinhardt the agenda be 
approved as tabled. MOTION CARRIED. 
The President later introduced the new members of the Society’s Equity office, Jennifer Dickison, 
Equity Manager and Jubanti Toppo, Equity Advisor as well as Paula Minnikin, the Governance 
Advisor recently hired to assist Council. 

2. DISCUSSION OF BIG ISSUES 

2.1 Activity Plan 21/22 
Council reviewed the draft activity plan and during discussion provided specific feedback for the 
final version including: pending council decision potentially add the DEC committee to the plan; 
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following feedback in past Council meetings that the Council in Community meetings weren’t 
overly successful add meaningful consultation with key stakeholders to the plan – consult with 
REC, GEC & TRCWG to confirm the key stakeholders; add the Committee Chair Equity Toolkit 
and Equity Consultation Process Training; confirm the CPCC competence work;  Council agreed 
to regularly review the activity plan and it is to be added to the agendas. 

3. POLICIES & PROCESSES 

3.1 Overview of Bourniot’s Rules of Order 
The President confirmed he would be following Bourninot 's Rules of Order as per council policy 
4.3 and outlined the Bourinot’s Rules of Order at a Glance document tabled. 
3.2 Recommend Process Changes from recent Feedback 
The President provided an overview of the recommendation from the Governance Committee.   
UPON MOTION BY Michelle Kelly and seconded by Patrick Young reopening the recent 
End of Term Survey to allow for the opportunity for those that did not complete it 
previously and offer the option to all 2020-2021 Council Members to speak with Paula 
Minnikin, Governance Expert Council be approved. MOTION CARRIED. 
Jackie Mullenger provided an overview of the Orientation Group Session Feedback there were 
no feedback/comments. 
3.3 Liaison and Implementation Task Force  
Melanie Petrunia outlined the memo provided to Council and asked Council Members who would 
like to express to include a brief description of why you would like to join the taskforce and what 
strengths and perspectives they feel they would bring to the table. 
UPON MOTION BY Jamie Vacon and seconded by Bronwyn Duffy the creation of the 
Liaison and Implementation Task Force to be populated by the Officers, 2 additional 
Council Members and a member of each of GEC, REC & TRC WG be approved. MOTION 
CARRIED. 
3.4 Council Executive Committee Population Process update 
Jackie Mullenger provided an overview of the memo. After discussion council agreed to refer the 
process to the Governance Committee for their review. 
3.5 Disability Equity Committee (DEC) Proposal 
David Hirtle, Josie McKinney and Jamie Vacon provided council with an overview of their 
proposal. 
UPON MOTION BY Jamie Vacon and seconded by David Hirtle the creation of the creation 
of a small working group including the Equity Manager and a member of the Governance 
Committee to prepare a more detailed plan for creating the DEC be approved. MOTION 
CARRIED. 

4. IN CAMERA 

4 Items addressed in camera. 

5. CONSENT AGENDA 

5.1 Minutes of June 19, 2021 Council Meeting 
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5.2 FLSC Regulatory Amendment 
5.3 Committee Appointments: 

• CIC- Jillian Barrington 
• NSCA Liaison Committee – Jack Townsend 

5.4 Resignations:  
• Effective July 1, 2021:  

Ms. Carolyn Rebecca Brown 
Ms. Sylvia Katarzyna Domaradzki 
Ms. Jennifer Ruth Mickelson 

• Effective July 23, 2021: 
Mr. John Furey 
Mr. Douglas Bernard Hanna 
Ms. Kelsey Audrey Theresa Jones 
Mr. Ted L. McDorman 
Ms. Joanne Sandra Norman 
Oladeji Samuel Omotosho 
Ms. Linda Marie Rankin 
Mr. E. Anthony Ross, QC 
Mr. Barry Edward Wadsworth 
Anthony Wen-Tsun Wong 

UPON MOTION BY Patrick Young and seconded by Josie McKinney that the consent 
agenda be approved. David Hirtle abstained from voting.  MOTION CARRIED 

6.  FOR INFORMATION 

6.1 2021-2022 Council Calendar 
6.2 Presidents Report 
6.3 Executive Directors Report 
6.4 Executive Committee Approve June Minute 
6.5 Minutes of the June 19, 2021 Annual Meeting 

7. WRAP UP 

UPON MOTION BY Patrick Young the meeting was adjourned. 

8. MEETINGS 

• September 24, 2021 at 9:00 a.m. 
• November 26, 2021 at 9:00 a.m 
• January 28, 2022, at 9:00 a.m 
• March 25, 2022, at 9:00 a.m 
• April 22, 2022, at 9:00 a.m 
• June 17, 2022, at 1:00 p.m. 
• June 18, 2022, at 8:30 a.m (AGM) 
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MEMORANDUM TO COUNCIL 
 
 

  From: Nominating Committee 

Date:  August 20, 2021 

Subject: The Federation of Law Societies of Canada (FLSC) Representative Recommendation 

 

For:  Approval x Introduction  Information  
Background 
Jill Perry QC the current FLSC Representative will be stepping down in October to become the Federation 
of Law Societies’ Second Vice President. 
 
Council previously tasked the Nominating Committee to send out an expression of interest (EOI) to the 
membership and make a recommendation to Council.  The Nominating Committee received one application 
in response to the EOI. 
 
Recommendation 
The Nominating Committee is recommending that Council appoint Frank Demont QC to fill this vacancy.  
Attached is Mr. DeMont’s application and CV. 
 
Enc. 
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Council Year: July 2021 – June 2022 
To be slotted in: Meetings in the Community, Regular Council Education Sessions (OnBoard, Risk, Governance Refresher), 
County Bar Visits, Managing Partner Visits, Committee Chair Orientation, and other annual social events (e.g. Recognition 
Reception) 

 
0B0BJULY 1B1BAUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER 

5B5BCouncil Meeting – July 23 
• Activity plan 

 
6B6BOther Activities 
• Committee Chair Orientation 

(TBD) 

20B20BNo Council Meeting6B6B 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Other Activities 
• Pride virtual events – 15th – 

25th 

7B7BCouncil Meeting – September 24 
– IN THE COMMUNITY (TBD) 
24B24B  
• Business Continuity Planning 
• Update from TRCWG and 

Equity& Access office 
• LIANS six-month Report 

 
8B8BOther Activities 
 

9B9BNo Council Meeting 
 
22B22BOther Activities 
• Notice re: 2nd VP out to 

membership 
• FLSC Conference – 12-15th  
• Dara Gordon Event (TBD) 
• LIANS Board & Executive 

(19th 3pm) 

NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY 
10B10BCouncil Meeting – November 26  
• Activity Plan check in 
• Annual Strategic Initiative 

Review 
 
21B21BOther Activities 
• Posthumous Call to the Bar 

(TBD) 
• Call to the Bar (19th, The Law 

Courts) 

11B11BNo Council Meeting 
 
Other activities 
• Possible TRC Education 

session 

12B12BCouncil Meeting – January 28 – 
IN THE COMMUNITY (TBD) 
27B27B 
• High Level Overview of 

Budget 
• Annual Enterprise Risk 

Management Report and 
Update 

• Committee Year end reports 
• Approval of 2nd VP 

Recommendation 
 

13B13BOther Activities 
• Nominating Committee 

interviews Second VP 
• Call to the Bar (14th – 

10:30am -The Law Courts) 
• Ministers’ reception honouring 

IB&M Law students (TBD) 

14B14BNo Council Meeting 
 
23B23BOther Activities 
• Possible education session 

for Council and Committees 
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Council Year: July 2021 – June 2022 
To be slotted in: Meetings in the Community, Regular Council Education Sessions (OnBoard, Risk, Governance Refresher), 
County Bar Visits, Managing Partner Visits, Committee Chair Orientation, and other annual social events (e.g. Recognition 
Reception) 

 

 

Updated:  May 2021 

MARCH APRIL 3B3BMAY 4B4BJUNE 
15B15BCouncil Meeting – March 25 
• Budget (detailed overview) 
• Equity and Access Monitoring 

Report 
• Annual Monitoring reports – 

LSS 
• Annual Compensation and 

Benefits Review 
• LIANS six- month Report 
• Activity Plan check in  

 
16B16BOther Activities 
• 2nd VP election (if required) 
• FLSC Conference (TBC) 

UUCouncil Meeting – April 22 
28B28B 
• Approval of Budget 
• PR Monitoring Report 

 
17B17BOther Activities 
• Call to the Bar (8th – 10:30am 

- The Law Courts) 
• Possible Education session 

for Council and Committees 

18B18BCouncil Meeting – May 20 – IN 
THE COMMUNITY (TBD) 
U 
• Activity Plan check in & look 

ahead to 22/23 
• Education & Credentials 

Monitoring Report 
• Board Succession Planning 

Review 
• Operational Succession 

Planning Review 
• Stakeholder Relations Review 

 
19B19BOther Activities 
• Council evaluation 
• ED Performance 

Management Review/Survey 

UUCouncil Session – June 17 
• Orientation for new and 

returning Council members 
• Annual report of Board 

Technology requirements 
• Approve Annual Report 
• Receive and Review Audit 
• Review initial draft of Activity 

plan for coming year 
 
Other Activities 
• Main Call to the Bar (17th – 

10am – Pier21)) 
• REC Event Honouring 

Articled Clerks from 
Racialized & Indigenous 
Communities (TBD) 

• • Council Dinner – 17 
• • Annual Meeting – 18 
• • ALR filings due – June 30 
• • All Fees due – June 30 
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MEMORANDUM 
 
Date: September 16, 2021 
 
To: NSBS Council 
 
Fr: Tuma Young, President 
 
Re: President’s report for the period August-September 2021 
 
 
Kwe Msit Wen: 
 
It has been a slow period.  Not too much to report on my activities but here are some highlights 
for you.  
 
Meeting & Presentations held to date as a representative of the NSBS. 
  

1. Zoom meeting with Egale Canada on the development of a National 2SLGBTQIA+ Legal 
Strategy:  This is the first of many discussions and meetings that will be held to work on 
the development, creation and implementation of a National 2SLGBTQIA+  legal strategy.  
I will ensure that you are kept up to date on this.  An initial meeting was held with Egale 
and the Wabanaki Two Spirit Alliance who has agreed to host the process with logistical 
support from Egale.   A subsequent zoom meeting was held with several 2SLGBTQIA+ 
lawyers across Canada and future meetings are being planned.  

2. I did a 1 hour Zoom presentation with the national law firm of Tory’s on the topic of 
cultural competency and the intersection with Two Spirit Identity.   Over 200 lawyers 
participated in this presentation.  

3. I did a Plant Medicine walk for Pictou Landing First Nation and the Mount St. Vincent 
University summer camp where in addition to talking about Mi’kmaq Plant Medicinal uses, 
I also spoke to the students about the legal profession and what the steps are to becoming 
a lawyer. 

4. Participated in a telephone research project with the University of Sask./Indigenous Bar 
Association research on Indigenous Legal Advocacy. 

5. Participated (peripherally as the President but the CBC made it a point to introduce me as 
such) on Maritime noon on edible plants of Nova Scotia. 

6. Participated on a selection panel reviewing the Purge Class Action settlement monument 
proposals. 

7. Was a speaker at Dalhousie Law Hour speaker series (pinch hitter for another lawyer who 
needed me to step in at the last meeting).  

8. Invited as the President to attend the annual tea garden party at Province House hosted 
by the Lt. Governor General.  
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9. Will be participating in the Federation of Law Societies monthly social zoom call with 

President Stephen Raby.  
10. Will be meeting with local community-based folks on the topic of access to justice and 

what role that the NSBS may or may be able to do (Jackie Barkley, Lynn Jones, ED of Eliz 
Fry Society). 

11. Sending notes of congratulations, condolences, and other correspondence from the 
President to our members.  

12. In addition to regular meetings of the executive and other committees that I am available 
to be present. It is a bit difficult to attend all meetings as my schedule is solidly booked 
but I do try to catch as many committee meetings as I can.  
 
 
 

 
Wela’li’oq 
 
 
 
 
Tuma T.W. Young, QC 
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MEMORANDUM TO COUNCIL 
 
 

From:  Jacqueline L. Mullenger 

Date:  September 15, 2021 

Subject: ED Report 
 
 
Here are some highlights of what has been going on since my last report in July 2021. 
 
Office 
 
Our offices are not yet open to the public.  We were hoping to be in a position to reopen with the 
beginning of Stage 5 but since that has been put off we are awaiting the start.  Staff are working 
from home and in the office, depending on what work they are doing.  We have begun a flex 
work policy where different staff members work in the office on different days.  We began this in 
July and are continuing to monitor our progress.  We are also in the process of creating a 
vaccination policy and looking at requirements for having more people in the office. 
 
As you may know, our lease for our current premises is up at the end of March 2022, as a result 
we have been working with a broker to locate and secure new space.  As a result of our new 
work regime and the changes to the Bar Admission Course we believe we can have a smaller 
office footprint in the future.  We will keep you informed. 
 
At the end of August our two summer students Asha Pelly and André Pritchard left us to return 
to their studies at the Schulich School of Law.  We were very fortunate to have them share their 
skills with us over the summer.  Among other things Asha prepared some wonderful blog post 
that you would have all seen and André completed a lot of policy research and drafted 
operational policies for us.  We wish them all the best in their future. 
 
We want to welcome our Communications Coordinator, Hannah Baillie.  Hannah is a co-op 
student from the MSVU Public Relations program.  She will be working with us until December 
24th, Hannah will be supporting some day-to-day communications work related to our website, 
social media, writing, editing and other tactics. She will also support us with various projects 
over the next four months. 
 
 
Ruck Review 
 
Mr. Ruck has begun his review. I checked in with him last week and he advises that he has all 
of the documentation for the time being and that he has had significant uptake from his offer to 
speak with and meet both lawyers and members of the public. 
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PREP 
 
The first year of PREP has been completed.  There were issues as we would expect in the first 
year of a program.  We have met with lawyers and received student feedback as has CPLED.  
Things are being adjusted accordingly.  We did not receive funding from the Law Foundation 
this year to pay tuition for any students.  We have managed however to cover the tuition for 8 
students, all who come from equity deserving communities. 
 
Overall, it has been a busy summer with a variety of projects keeping us busy.  Staff have 
managed to take breaks and keep moving on all of our projects. 
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Bourinot’s Rules of Order at a Glance 
To take this action: You say: May interrupt 

the speaker? 

You must be 

seconded? 

Is the motion 

debatable? 

Is the motion 

amendable? 

What majority is 

required? 

Move a motion I move… No Yes Yes Yes Majority 

Change a motion (you may not 

merely amend to negate 

I move that the motion be amended to 

read… 

No Yes Yes Yes Majority 

End debate on a motion 1. I call the question… 

 

 

 

 

2. I move that Council proceed to the 

next order of business 

No 

 

 

 

 

No 

Yes 

 

 

 

 

Yes 

Yes 

 

 

 

 

No 

No 

 

 

 

 

No 

Motions on which question 

is called will be debated at 

the next meeting if the 

motion fails 

 

Majority 

Consider something out of its 

scheduled order 

I moved the agenda be amended in order to 

deal with the following item…. 

No Yes No No Majority 

Have a motion studied more 

before voting on it 

I move that the motion be referred to… No Yes Yes Yes Majority 

Postpone further discussion on a 

motion until a more 

desirable/appropriate time 

I move that the motion be deferred until…. 

(a specific time or indefinitely) 

No Yes Yes, only to 

time 

Yes Majority 

Postpone consideration of a 

motion so that more urgent 

business can be attended to 

I move that the motion be tabled.  

(Consideration of motion may resume 

upon motion that the matter be taken form 

table.) 

No Yes Yes No Majority 

Raise a matter previously deferred 

(if at a different time from when 

was decided) 

I move that the motion about _____, 

previously differed be considered at this 

time.  

No Yes No No Majority 

Raise a matter previously tabled I move that the motion about…. be lifted 

from table 

No Yes No No Majority 

Reconsider a motion that has 

failed 

I move that the motion about… be 

reconsidered at the next meeting. (Written 

notice of motion must then be provided, 

advising that the matter will be 

readdressed at the next meeting).  

No Yes Yes No 2/3 Majority 

Object to something which 

prevents your continued 

participation (e.g. excessive noise) 

Point of Privilege Yes No No No No vote taken, Chair rules 

Seek clarification from the 

previous speaker 

Point of Information Yes, if urgent No No No No vote taken, Chair rules 

Overturn the ruling of the Chair I challenge the Chair on… Yes Yes Yes No Majority 

Enquire about procedure or 

consequences  

Point of Order Yes No Yes, only on 

the point 

No No vote taken, Chair rules 

Object to incorrect procedure 

being used 

Point of Order Yes No Yes, only on 

the point 

No No vote take, Chair rules 
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Rules of order are procedures by which meetings can be conducted in an orderly fashion, issues debated and motions passed according to the majority but with 

due regard to the rights of the minority. For the most part, Rules of Order are based on common sense and the need to move through an Agenda expeditiously.  

Duties of the Chair: The Chair conducts meetings, preserves order and decorum, and interprets the Rules of Order. The Chair is impartial and may not take part in 

the debate nor vote. 

Agenda and Minutes: The Agenda is the order of business for the meeting. It describes the items for consideration and gives the order in which they will be taken 

up. The Agenda must be passed or adopted before the meeting can commence. The adoption of the minutes of the last meeting ratifies any decisions taken at that 

time. Any changes in the Agenda or minutes must be proposed and considered before the Agenda and minutes are adopted. An item on the Agenda may be taken 

out of sequence and disposed of only by majority consent. 

Motions: A motion is a proposal made pursuant to an item of the agenda that certain actions be taken, certain views become policy, etc. which is then debated, 

possibly amended and voted on. There are also motions that propose procedures for considering other motions, e.g. Motions to Table, to Divide the Question, to 

Put the Question, to Adjourn, to Amend. Any member may move a substantive or procedural motion as long as it is ’in order’. A substantive motion or “an 

important motion, or one containing a number of considerations, should be prepared in writing and given to the Chair, preferably in advance of the meeting.” The 

mover of a motion is allowed to speak first on the motion followed by the seconder. Questions about the motion are directed to the Chair, thence to the mover or 

person to whom they are addressed. The mover may withdraw her/his motion with majority consent. 

Amendments: A motion to amend a (main) motion must be relevant to that motion and properly moved and seconded. An amendment may propose: (a) to leave 

out certain words, (b) to insert or add certain words, (c) to leave out certain words in order to insert or add other words. When ‘in order’, an amendment takes 

precedence over the main motion and becomes the subject of debate. It must be accepted or rejected before debater everts to the main motion. If accepted, the main 

motion as amended is debated. If it fails, the main motion is unchanged. A sub-amendment may be proposed to an amendment under the same conditions as an 

amendment is moved to a main motion. At no time may there be more than one main motion, one amendment and one sub-amendment on the floor. When all three 

exist, the Chair submits them in the reverse order to which they were moved. A motion, once defeated, cannot be re-introduced as an amendment to some other 

motion. The mover, with the consent of the seconder, may incorporate a ’friendly’ amendment into the main motion if the mover and seconder of the amendment 

are agreeable. 

Quorum: The quorum of a meeting is the minimum number of members required by the Constitution to conduct business. When the absence of a quorum is 

brought to the attention of the Chair the meeting adjourns and sets a date for a future meeting. The agenda item then being considered dies for that meeting but 

may be re-introduced at the next meeting. Motions passed and items considered prior to the absence of a quorum being noticed are valid and may stand. 
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85 Queen Street, Dartmouth NS B2Y 1G7
Ph: (902) 446-4592 Fax: (902) 455-5913 Web: www.efrymns.ca

August 10, 2021

Re: Record Suspension and Vital Statistics Clinic

Tuma T. W. Young
Nova Scotia Barristers’ Society
800-2000 Barrington Street
Halifax, NS B3J 3K1
tuma_young@cbu.ca

Dear Tuma Young:

I am a law student at Dalhousie University’s Schulich School of Law who volunteers with the
Record Suspension and Vital Statistics Clinic (“The Clinic”) which is hosted by the Elizabeth Fry Society
of Mainland Nova Scotia. Elizabeth Fry is a non-profit organization dedicated to addressing the
systemic issues that criminalize women and girls in Mainland Nova Scotia through housing supports,
comprehensive programming initiatives, and justice system reform. The Clinic consists of a group of
law students that work to support women through the complex process of applying for a record
suspension from the Parole Board of Canada. Once granted, a record suspension (formerly known as a
“pardon”) separates a criminal record from the regional level and returns a clear criminal record check.
The requirements include completing a waiting period of either 5 or 10 years depending on the nature
of the offence, evidence of rehabilitation, and completing an application with accompanying fee.

The consequences of a criminal record are profound and far-reaching. The Canadian Bar
Association’s recent report “Collateral Consequences of Criminal Convictions: Considerations for
Lawyers” illustrates that its effects touch all areas of life, from employment to personal relationships,
and can prevent successful rehabilitation back into society. Conversely, the opportunities and increased
quality of life that a record suspension can provide women are equally as powerful. A record
suspension enables women to re-enter the workforce, pursue higher education, provide for their
families, and re-integrate fully into society – pursuits which may otherwise be unattainable.

Women have been, and continue to be, disadvantaged in the workforce. Additionally, a
disproportionate number of the women we serve are further marginalized due to race, gender identity,
and low socioeconomic status. Many of our clients are seeking a record suspension because they are
unable to obtain employment, owing to criminal records that have been stale for as long as 30 years in
some cases. However, the cost of applying for a record suspension is $657.77. This application fee
does not include associated costs such as fingerprinting, obtaining records checks and court
information sheets, or postage. As you can imagine, the cost of this process acts as a barrier for many
of our clients who are without regular income. There are no sources of external funding or grants to
support prospective applicants. Previous Clinic Coordinator, Cydney Kane, authored an article in the

Member Canadian Association of Elizabeth Fry Societies • Charitable Registration No. 0693382-59
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Canadian Bar Association News “The Hidden Cost of a Criminal Record” where she further explains the
struggles faced by women seeking a record suspension.

We ask you to please consider sponsoring one or more record suspensions for local women
through our organization. Our team would also be delighted to visit your office and present on the
benefits of a record suspension, share the stories of our clients, and answer any questions that you
may have. Additionally, given social distancing recommendations, we would be equally as happy to
schedule a video or voice call to discuss the Clinic further.

If you wish to be a sponsor, this can be done through a cheque made out to the “Elizabeth Fry
Society of Mainland Nova Scotia”, with “Record Suspension” written in the Memo field, or online
through Canada Helps at
https://www.canadahelps.org/en/charities/elizabeth-fry-society-of-mainland-nova-scotia/ with “Record
Suspension” written in the Message field. A charitable tax receipt will be provided for all donations.

We thank you very much for your consideration in supporting our Record Suspension Clinic, the
Elizabeth Fry Society of Mainland Nova Scotia, and Nova Scotian women. Should you have any
questions, you may contact one of the volunteer Clinic Co-Coordinators, Megan MacDonald or Roisin
Boyle, at efryclinic@gmail.com, or the Executive Director of Elizabeth Fry, Emma Halpern, at
ed@efrymns.ca.

Sincerely,

Megan MacDonald
Project Co-Coordinator, Record Suspension and Vital Statistics Clinic
Elizabeth Fry Society of Mainland Nova Scotia

Emma Halpern
Executive Director
Elizabeth Fry Society of Mainland Nova Scotia

85 Queen Street, Dartmouth NS B2Y 1G7  • Ph: (902) 446-4592 • Fax: (902) 455-5913  •  Web: www.efrymns.ca
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